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Abstract

A major challenge in cancer therapy is the poor and insufficient delivery to tumour sites which

many chemotherapeutic drugs face. Ultrasound (US) mediated delivery based on cavitating mi-

crobubbles (MBs) has emerged as a promising approach to enhance drug delivery to tumours,

where several pathways have been proposed. One of the pathways involve the biomechani-

cal effects cavitating MBs exert on the endothelial barrier resulting in enhanced endothelial

permeability, with subsequent enhanced drug extravasation from the vascular compartment. In

relation to this, Acoustic Cluster Therapy (ACT) has been proposed as a novel approach to solve

the limitations of conventional MB formulations including US contrast agents. The mechanisms

involved when MBs including ACT bubbles present in the endothelial lumen are subject to US

must however be further studied and thoroughly elucidated. This was the motivation for the

work that will be presented in this thesis. The goal was to develop a protocol for producing

an in vitro system suitable for endothelial cell culture and insonation experiments, allowing

interactions between MBs and cells to be studied. Based on experiences from the pre-master

specialization project [1], microfluidic devices were designed and fabricated to facilitate seed-

ing of Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVECs), with optically and acoustically

transparent materials. In addition, human prostatic adenocarcinoma (PC3) cells were seeded

in microfluidic devices used for insonation experiments to simulate biomechanical interactions

between MBs and the endothelial barrier in vivo. Sonoporation, manifested as uptake of the flu-

orescent dye propidium iodide, could be observed qualitatively (and semi-quantitatively) with

both the commercially available MB SonazoidTM as well as ACT bubbles. Furthermore, the mi-

crofluidic device enabled evaluation of MB behaviour in microscale channels during insonation,

such as the size of ACT bubbles. The goal of this master project was achieved with respect to

establishing an in vitro system that can fulfill its purposes at the proof-of-concept stage.
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Sammendrag

En av de store utfordringene i behandling av kreft går ut på å kunne levere kreftmedisiner

som cellegift målrettet til svulsten, og ultralydassistert behandling basert på mikrobobler og

kavitasjon har fått mye oppmerksomhet i denne sammenhengen. Blant de foreslåtte mekanis-

mene som resulterer i forhøyet opptak i svulsten, er mikroboblers kavitasjon og resulterende

biomekaniske effekter på endotelceller, som fører til økt permeabilitet i cellelaget og forhøyet

ekstravasasjon. Acoustic Cluster Therapy (ACT) er en ny metode basert på disse prinsippene,

som ble utviklet for å imøtekomme flere av dagens mikroboblers begrensninger. Konvensjonelle

mikrobobler inkluderer kontrastmidler brukt i klinisk ultralydavbildning. Generelt er det viktig

og av stor interesse å studere interaksjonene mellom mikrobobler (inkludert ACT-bobler) og

endotelceller under ultralydbehandling for å forstå bioeffektene bedre. Dette var motivasjonen

bak undertegnedes masterprosjekt. Målet var å utvikle en fremgangsmåte for å lage et in vitro

system egnet for (endotel)cellekultur og ultralydbehandling, der interaksjoner mellom celler

og microbobler kan utforskes. Basert på erfaringer fra fordypningsprosjektoppgaven [1], har

mikrofluidikkanaler blitt re-designet og produsert for å muliggjøre endotelcellevekst (HUVEC-

cellelinje) i kanalen, med materialer som er transparente både overfor lys og ultralyd. I tillegg

ble kreftceller (PC3-cellelinje) dyrket i kanalene, som ble brukt i eksperimenter med ultralyd

og mikrobobler for å simulere deres biomekaniske interaksjon med endotelcellelag in vivo.

Sonoporering, detektert i form av opptak av propidiumiodid, ble observert kvalitativt (og semi-

kvantitativt) for både den kommersielle mikroboblen SonazoidTM og ACT-bobler. På en annen

side tillot også mikrofluidikksystemet evaluering av mikroboblers oppførsel i små kanaler under

ultralydbehandling, som f.eks. ACT-boblers størrelse. Målet med masterprosjektet er blitt nådd

mtp. å utvikle et in vitro-system som oppfyller sin hensikt på et ’proof-of-concept’-nivå.
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Preface

This thesis concludes Ruth’s M.Sc. degree in nanotechnology at NTNU. The work presented

in this master thesis was carried out during the spring semester of 2018 at the Department of

Physics and is an extension of the pre-master specialization project from the fall semester of

2017 titled ”A Microfluidic In Vitro Model for Studying Acoustic Cluster Therapy” [1]. Hence,

substantial portions of the theory and minor parts of the materials and methods chapters (Chap-

ter 2 and 3) have been reproduced, and several references to previous work will be made. Fur-

thermore, minor parts of Chapter 2.4.1 and 2.4.3 have similar content to the unpublished review

article ”Microfluidic tumour-on-chips - the future in pre-clinical drug assay?” Ruth produced

under supervision by Dr. ir. Séverine Le Gac during the academic year 2016/2017.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With high mortality and morbidity rates worldwide, cancer is extremely difficult to treat,

facing unmet challenges and unanswered questions. Various chemotherapies have been

discovered and applied over the years, contributing much to reduced mortality and our current

understanding of the disease. However, in many cases, cancer therapy medicines are subject

to poor tumour specific uptake, compromising the therapeutic effects and instead increasing

the risk of adverse effects. The therapeutic agent has to cross numerous biological barriers

to reach its target tumour site and achieve the desired pharmacokinetics. To exemplify,

therapeutics administered intravenously need to sustain their circulation time, i.e. avoid

premature elimination and clearance, while at the same time being able to extravasate into

the tumour. Over the years, various methods to improve tumour specific drug uptake have

been proposed and studied. Encapsulating drugs in a variety of micro- and nanoscale carriers,

e.g. nanoparticles, has been reported to be advantageous over the free drug in many cases,

to increase bioavailability, pass biological barriers and offer targeted delivery. However, the

fraction of such carriers reaching the tumour site is extremely low with only 0.7 % of the

injected dose accumulating in the tumour, according to a recent metastudy of literature from

the past decade [2]. Furthermore, the therapeutic agent has to be internalized by tumour

cells and reach its desired intracellular destination. The major obstacle in cancer therapy is

therefore not the discovery of an effective chemotherapy, but adequate delivery to the target site.
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Ultrasound (US) mediated methods for improved drug delivery have gained interest recently.

Most of these approaches consider intravascular injection of micrometer scale gas bubbles

(microbubbles, MBs). Upon US exposure, MBs are subject to cavitation events, i.e. volume

oscillations, with subsequent biomechanical effects. Cavitation may result in enhanced

endothelial permeability towards drugs or nanoparticles present in the vascular compartment,

with subsequent enhanced extravasation. Such methods offer targeted delivery to not only

tumours [3], but also across the blood brain barrier [4] and to the heart [5]. MBs include

commercially available US contrast agents, however, current MB formulations and methods

offer limited effects on the endothelial barrier due to the small size of MBs [6]. Moreover,

there are safety aspects associated with possible inertial cavitation events where MBs violently

explode [7, 8]. To offer solutions to these limitations, Acoustic Cluster Therapy (ACT) has

been proposed as a novel approach. The method is based on microbubble cavitation of US

activated ACT clusters into ACT bubbles with diameters of 20-30 µm [9], about an order of

magnitude larger than conventional US contrast agents.

Indeed, the behaviour of MBs including ACT bubbles inside blood vessels, as well as their

interactions with the endothelial wall, must be thoroughly studied and elucidated. As with

any novel therapy in clinical application, extensive documentation is necessary for the method

to reach market pipeline, including both in vitro and in vivo studies. In this sense, a system

mimicking microvessels in vivo where MBs can be studied is highly relevant. The system must

be acoustically and optically transparent to allow insonation and inspection by microscopy,

respectively. Moreover, the system should preferably allow in vitro cell culture and microscale

flow to mimic small diameter blood vessels in vivo. Microfluidic systems present an excep-

tional opportunity to meet these requirements, and have gained much attention as the next

generation of cell culture platforms due to their suitability in various studies involving cells

[10–20]. Moreover, with the possibility of dynamic flow conditions similar to the in vivo

situation, physiological considerations not available in traditional culture dishes and flasks are

enabled.

Combining microfluidics and cell culture with appropriate materials would present a power-
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ful tool to study MBs and their effects on the endothelial wall. With this regard, an in vitro

system based on microfluidics was previously fabricated in a pre-master specialization project

[1], yielding important insights and experiences in the establishment of an artificial vascular

model suitable for studying MBs. The in vitro system allowed real-time visualization of acti-

vation of ACT clusters into ACT bubbles, but successful culture of endothelial cells was not

achieved. The work presented in this thesis is a continuation of the pre-master specialization

project, and sought to 1) realize successful endothelial cell culture in microfluidic devices that

2) allow the study of conventional US contrast agents as well as ACT bubbles, to characterize

their behaviour as well as their interactions with endothelial cells. Hence, the goal of this mas-

ter project was to develop a protocol for establishing the in vitro system. Microfluidic devices

have been re-designed and fabricated with new materials and methods, with respect to the pre-

master specialization project. A cancer cell line was used in addition to endothelial cells for

practical reasons, and both SonazoidTM and ACT bubbles have been studied inside microfluidic

devices, to evaluate both their behaviour as well as their interaction with cells through sonopo-

ration. Also new in this project is the low frequency enhancement of ACT bubbles following

activation. In the future, this system may serve as a generic tool to gain insights on how MBs

behave in vasculature, and how endothelial cells respond to MBs and cavitation in vivo. While

microfluidic models with cells have been reported in sonoporation studies a few times [21–23],

they have not yet been employed to study ACT bubble interactions with endothelial cells, and

there is in general very limited literature on MB-cell interactions in such vascular models.
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Chapter 2

Theory

2.1 The challenges of drug and nanoparticle delivery

Localized delivery of drugs to their desired target sites is crucial in order to maximize the

therapeutic effects and reduce adverse effects, and this is especially relevant in chemotherapy.

The field of nanomedicine is in the forefront to improve drug delivery, with developments

over the past two decades that have resulted in the emergence of nanometer scale carriers, or

nanoparticles, that incorporate various sensing plus imaging, targeting and therapeutic agents.

In particular, the ability of nanoparticles to encapsulate drugs (and genes) is a major topic

of interest, as targeted delivery, controlled drug release and improved pharmacokinetics are

potentially enabled. In cancer therapy, the adverse effects of a chemotherapeutic agent can be

minimized as the drug exposure to healthy tissue is reduced, and the circulation time of the

drug is improved as the nanoparticle protects it from elimination. Such nanoparticles could

consist of inorganic materials like metals [24], carbon [25], semiconductors [26], organic and

biodegradable polymers [27] and lipids [28], or a combination of materials, e.g. metal and

polymer such as in superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles [29].

There are several features of the tumour microenvironment that make nanoparticles especially

attractive for drug delivery to cancers. First of all, due to the enhanced permeability and
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retention (EPR) effect found in tumour vasculature, many nanoparticles have an inherent

capability of tumour accumulation. The EPR effect stems from the poor and defective

architecture of blood vessels inside and in the proximity of tumours, where several factors

contribute to overall enhanced permeability, such as large fenestrae expelling particles bigger

than 40 kDa from the vessel [30]. Impaired lymphatic drainage around the tumour increases the

retention of such particles [30]. On the other hand, nanoparticles themselves may be designed

to enhance drug delivery, for example through surface modifications that provide targeting

or prolong circulation. Examples include targeting ligands that may be added to enable

receptor recognition and subsequent receptor-mediated endocytosis [31], or functionalization

with polyethylene glycol that protects the nanoparticle from aggregation, opsonization, and

phagocytosis [32].

As with any drug, nanoparticles face many physiological barriers before reaching their target

destination in vivo. These include organ-specific barriers, opsonization and subsequent

phagocytosis, extravasation from circulation in addition to a non-specific distribution [2,

33]. Moreover, the nanoparticle has to penetrate into the tumour microenvironment which

consists of a dense extracellular matrix (ECM) and stromal cells [2, 33]. The drug carrier is

further hindered by the high interstitial fluid pressure of the tumour which reduces transport

from capillary to tumour [33, 34]. Last but not least, the internalization of the nanoparticle

and subsequent endosomal escape present additional barriers that hamper their therapeutic

potential [35]. Consequently and despite the many opportunities and discoveries, current

nanoparticle-encapsulated chemotherapies offer minimal improvements in terms of efficacy,

compared to their respective conventional formulations [33].
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2.2 Enhancing drug delivery using ultrasound

2.2.1 Physical principles of ultrasound

US is a transmission of pressure waves through a medium at frequencies above 20 000 Hz and

has many of the same wave properties as optical waves, such as amplitude, frequency, intensity,

wavelength and propagation velocity (speed of sound) [36]. Similarly to light, US waves may

be absorbed and focused [37], and give rise to reflected and transmitted waves at interfaces

between media. As in optics, the transmitted wave will be refracted away from the direction

of the incident wave, according to Snell’s law, if the propagation velocity c in the two media is

different:

sin θ1
c1

=
sin θ2
c2

, (2.1)

where θ1 is the incident wave angle and θ2 is the refracted angle [36, 38]. c is a material

characteristic given by

c =

√
Me

ρe
, (2.2)

where Me and ρe are the effective elastic modulus and mass density, respectively [36]. Mul-

tiplying c and the mass density at rest yields a new parameter of interest, namely the specific

acoustic impedance Z of the medium. Soft biological tissues have similar Z to that of water,

which is 1.48× 106 kg/s·m2. Air, on the other hand, has a Z of as little as 4× 10−6 kg/s·m2

[38]. Hence, ultrasonic reflection and refraction at interfaces can be understood as a difference

in acoustic impedance in two media.

Unlike optical waves, US propagates only longitudinally except for in some solids where trans-

verse or shear waves will also be present [36]. In biological tissues, US shear waves are typically

neglected [36]. US has the ability to compress and expand the medium through which it propa-
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gates. Resulting particle displacement can be evaluated by considering an incremental cube of

material within a body, with external forces applied to it [38]. If the wave propagates along the

positive z-direction, the longitudinal displacement W is given by

W (z, t) = W0e
j(ωt+kz), (2.3)

where ω is the angular frequency and k is the wave number [38]. As the US propagates, a non-

zero force is exerted on the medium, namely the acoustic radiation force. This force can be un-

derstood as a transfer of momentum from the acoustic wave to particles in a fluid medium. The

suspended particles experience the acoustic radiation forces as hydrodynamic forces leading to

drift, clustering, attraction and repulsion [39]. Assuming zero attenuation, particle displacement

velocity v is related to the sound pressure Ps as [36]

Ps = ρcv = Zv. (2.4)

However, US attenuation in matter is inevitable due to energy loss from reflection, scattering

and refraction. Ps and acoustic intensity I decrease exponentially with traveling distance z

according to

Ps = Ps,0e
−αz, (2.5)

I = I0e
−2αz, (2.6)

where α is the pressure frequency-dependent attenuation coefficient, with the implication

that attenuation increases with frequency [36, 38]. α is expressed in nepers or decibels per

centimeter times frequency, and is a material property. While the attenuation coefficient of

air is 11.98 dB/cm·MHz, it is only 2.17× 10−3 dB/cm·MHz for water [38]. This is among

the reasons why insonation is typically done with the transducer placed in water, and a gel is

applied in clinical use to avoid any air gap between the patient’s skin and the US transducer.
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US has been used in medical imaging for decades as its reflection characteristics at tissue

interfaces can be detected and related to the depth of the reflecting surface. For example, small

objects relative to the US wavelength tend to scatter the acoustic waves, which are detected

as scattered echoes, whereas larger objects with smooth surfaces compared to the wavelength

reflect angle-dependent specular waves [36].

2.2.2 Ultrasound transducers

Acoustic waves may be generated by US transducers which use piezoelectric crystals, i.e.

materials that convert electrical signals to mechanical vibrations and vice versa. More precisely,

upon the presence of an electric potential difference across a slab of piezoelectric material

(i.e. an electric field), electric dipoles in the material are re-aligned, causing deformation of

the material [38]. Conversely, deformation of the material due to stress causes re-orientation

of the dipoles, giving rise to non-zero charge accumulations and resulting electric field across

the material. These phenomena are known as the reverse and direct piezoelectric effect,

respectively. In US transducers, the former effect is employed. A time-varying voltage across

a piezoelectric material results in expansion and contraction of the material, mechanical

vibrations that generate US. In medical applications, US is typically applied as pulses with

a certain duration and frequency [38]. The pulse frequency determines the frame rate in

many transducers that are used in medical imaging, as each pulse echo gives rise to an image.

The transducer can consist of a single piezoelectric element, or multiple elements arranged

as a line (one-dimensional or linear array), in rows or columns (two-dimensional array), or

concentrically aligned ring-shaped elements (annular array) [38]. Multiple elements allow

steering and focus of the US beam, e.g. control of the beam geometry and direction [40]. This

is achieved by exciting individual or groups of piezoelectric elements with appropriate time

lags, known as phasing. Transducers that employ phasing are commonly referred to as phased

array transducers.
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2.2.3 Ultrasound mediated drug delivery

In tissue, US has thermal and mechanical effects with resulting implications on surrounding

cells or particles. Thermal energy can be absorbed in target tissue from US, resulting in

localized hyperthermia that can be exploited to heat up or ablate tissue, or melt drug carriers.

The mechanical effects on the other hand, are manifested as fluid motion. US may cause

oscillatory and even convective motion of the insonated fluid that enhances molecule transport

and thus drug transport, or drugs may be pushed towards their target by acoustic radiation

forces. [37]

Recently, the combined use of US with MBs to induce biomechanical effects that enhance

drug (and gene) delivery, has gained attention, as reviewed by several authors [3, 37, 41–43].

Conventional MB formulations include commercially available US contrast agents used in

medical imaging to improve the acoustic contrast between blood and surrounding tissue.

These MBs have been studied to enhance delivery to tumours in several reports [44–48], with

positive results from a clinical phase I trial [49]. Although the gas is mainly responsible for

the acoustic properties, US contrast agents typically have a shell in order to add mechanical

stiffness and reduce their compressibility [42], which stabilizes the bubbles both in vitro and

in vivo [50]. Such formulations include phospholipid membrane MBs such as perfluorocarbon

gas filled SonazoidTM (GE Healthcare AS), sulphur hexafluoride gas filled SonovueTM (Bracco

diagnostics Inc.) and octafluoropropane gas filled DefinityTM (Lantheus Medical Imaging Inc.).

Other shell materials exist, such as cross-linked serum albumin in OptisonTM (GE Healthcare

AS) which are also filled with octafluoropropane gas. US contrast agents have typical diameters

in the 1-4 µm range [3].

2.2.3.1 Microbubble behaviour in acoustic fields

Gas bubbles in a medium exposed to US respond by oscillating, i.e. expanding and contracting,

in the acoustic field. This activity is referred to as cavitation [3, 37, 51]. At low acoustic

pressures, the oscillation is linear and inversely proportional to the local acoustic pressure [52].
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However, at higher pressures, a non-linearity arises and bubbles have a lengthened expansion

phase. This leads to bubble growth by a process commonly termed as rectified diffusion [53].

Expansion of the bubble decreases its internal pressure which results in an in-flux of gas.

The enhanced gas diffusion is further driven by effects such as the enlarged surface area of

the bubble, and an increased concentration gradient of gas due to the reduced liquid-air mass

transfer boundary around the bubble [53]. During stable cavitation, a bubble increases in

size until reaching a certain ”equilibrium” size, whereupon it exhibits stable, low amplitude

oscillation around this equilibrium size [52, 54]. The oscillation generates local microstreams

around the MB with associated forces that can act on neighbouring particles or cells. A

different cavitation mechanism known as collapse or inertial cavitation produces considerably

higher forces compared to stable cavitation. At higher US intensities, rapid increase of MB

oscillation amplitude leads to MB collapse due to the inertia of the inrushing fluid [52]. For the

collapse to happen, a critical maximum radius of twice the equilibrium radius of the oscillating

bubble has been predicted [55], and the threshold for onset has been found to decrease for

increasing MB volume concentrations [7]. Inertial cavitation generates extreme shear stresses

by the resulting shock wave, and can lead to the formation of microjets.

In the acoustic field, MBs may also interact with each other. Several authors have studied

MB behaviour with high-speed imaging tools to characterize phenomena such as coalescence

[56] and aggregation [57]. During coalescence, two (or several) neighbouring MBs collide

and become a single bubble, which happens as two adjacent MBs in solution expand in the

acoustic field. Before making contact, the MBs are separated by an amount of trapped liquid

between the two surfaces, that is drained so that the separation between the MBs decreases

until reaching a critical distance [56]. The MBs will then coalesce due to instability of the

separation. On the other hand, MB aggregation is due to an attractive secondary acoustic

radiation force commonly referred to as the secondary Bjerknes force. This force describes

the interaction between two oscillating bubbles experiencing the same acoustic field, and

its magnitude increases with decreasing distance between the bubbles [39]. The secondary

Bjerknes force is repulsive in any case the driving frequency ω of the field lies between the

resonance frequencies ω1 and ω2 of the two bubbles, i.e. ω1 < ω < ω2, and will be attractive

as long as this condition is not fulfilled [39]. Importantly, the underlying theory assumes that
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the separation distance between the two bubbles is initially much larger than the bubble radii.

Stable aggregates of MBs can be explained by the interaction force switching from attractive to

repulsive as the separation between the two MBs decreases [39].

Nevertheless, MBs in a solution may also experience events that are not a direct effect of an

acoustic field. In general, small bubbles with high Laplace pressure (given by high surface

tension) may shrink or completely dissolve. In the presence of larger bubbles, the dissolution

of smaller bubbles will create local areas of supersaturation that cause larger bubbles to grow

[58], a process commonly known as Ostwald ripening. The rate of this process will increase or

decrease depending on the surface properties of the MB, such as its composition [58].

2.2.3.2 Biophysical effects of cavitating microbubbles

There are several biophysical effects associated with cavitating MBs that give rise to different

drug delivery pathways. In the proximity of a cell, the oscillation may cause the MB to make

physical contact with the cell, with pushing and pulling of the cell membrane [59]. MBs have

also been reported to be able to cross cell membranes and enter cells during insonation [60].

One of the proposed main mechanisms is that the oscillations generate microstreams around the

bubble with associated shear force on cell membranes that increase with oscillation amplitude,

sometimes high enough to rupture surrounding cells and drug carriers [37]. Moreover, the

circulating eddies or microstreams around the MB may significantly increase drug transport due

to convection, or due to net forces acting on suspended bodies in the vicinity of a bubble [37].

MB cavitation could find applications in combination with both co-injected free drug agents

[61, 62], drugs encapsulated within MBs [63], or drugs encapsulated within nanoparticles

[64]. Enhanced macromolecular endocytosis in the vicinity of US and MBs has been reported

[65], and direct deposition of nanoparticles (initially bound to MBs) in patches onto the cell

membrane has also been observed [59].

MB cavitation may have effects on surrounding cells and tissues with critical implications on

drug transport across physiological barriers such as the capillary wall. For example, stable
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cavitation resulting in MBs pushing against the blood vessel wall may increase the gap size

between endothelial cells, facilitating drug entry into target tissue [3]. While US itself is

thought to have little effect on cells and tissues, the stresses that originate from the cavitation

events, e.g. due to microstreams or pushing and pulling during stable cavitation [52], may

create pores [37, 41]. This process is known as sonoporation [3, 52], and results in local

increase of drug extravasation [3, 66]. Sonoporation may also target the tumour directly to

increase drug uptake in cancer cells [67, 68], or reduce nutrients supply to the tumour by

disrupting or mechanically destroying the tumour vasculature [69]. Sonoporation is especially

associated with inertial cavitation [3] as the forces resulting from microjets and shockwaves

perforate cell membranes and permeabilize blood vessels [52]. Inertial cavitation is however

problematic due to the potential associated tissue damage and safety aspects in vivo; endothelial

cells may be ruptured due to the extreme shear forces [37], with the possible effects of capillary

rupture, hemorrhage and DNA fragmentation [7]. Nevertheless, there seems to be a matter of

debate whether inertial cavitation is in fact crucial for enhanced drug delivery to take place [6].

There are several limitations to using conventional US contrast agents for improved drug

delivery. High intensity US leading to subsequent inertial cavitation is often associated with

current MB drug delivery approaches [7, 8]. Furthermore, the small MB size, short circulation

time and free flowing behaviour limit the range and extent of the necessary biomechanical

effects exerted on the vasculature [6].

2.2.3.3 The mechanical index

In relation to US for clinical applications, there are some particular parameters of interest.

Modern US machines give a measure of the thermal and mechanical effects by displaying a

thermal and mechanical index, respectively. The mechanical index (MI) is especially interesting

in this context, as it was developed and introduced in order to predict the onset of inertial

cavitation to foresee mechanical stress or tissue damage [70]. MI is commonly expressed as
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MI =
PNP√
fc
, (2.7)

with PNP being the peak negative (or rarefactional) pressure given in MPa, and fc the US center

frequency given in MHz [71, 72]. MI is commonly expressed as a dimensionless number and

is recommended to be below 1.9 in medical diagnostic imaging, according to guidelines by the

American Food and Drug Administration [72]. Note that this threshold does not apply for US

contrast agents, as onset of MB inertial cavitation can happen at MI > 0.5 (at an fc of 3 MHz)

[70].

2.2.4 Acoustic Cluster Therapy

ACT has been investigated and suggested as a novel therapy based on the biophysical

mechanisms of cavitating MBs, while addressing the aforementioned drawbacks of currently

available US contrast agents. The approach is based on co-injecting drugs (e.g. chemothera-

pies) or nanoparticles and a dispersion of so-called ”ACT clusters”. ACT clusters are formed

by electrostatic interactions between conventional MBs of negative charge, and positively

charged oil-phase microdroplets [9]. Clusters consist predominantly of one MB and one

microdroplet, but triplets, quartets etc. also exist, giving rise to a cluster population of varying

size, most in the 3-10 µm range [9]. A two-step process of sonication is applied to first activate

ACT clusters at US frequency in the 1-10 MHz range, followed by an enhancement step of

low frequency (0.3-1 MHz) US that induces stable cavitation. During the activation step,

MBs transfer energy to the microdroplets which undergo a subsequent liquid-to-gas phase

transition. This process is achievable at MI < 0.4, in contrast to previously proposed related

methods such as the acoustic droplet vaporization method, where MI > 2 is common [73].

The oil vapour then enters the MB after 5 µs [61] resulting in a single bubble (ACT bubble)

that continues to grow, eventually reaching 20-30 µm, reported up to 50 µm [9]. The ACT

bubble will then transiently deposit in the microvasculature, locally in direct contact with

the endothelial wall in a fraction of the capillary. Blood flow is temporarily occluded in

these areas, which leads to a local increase of drug concentration due to the hampered drug

wash-out. During the subsequent enhancement step, stable cavitation of ACT bubbles causes
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mild biomechanical effects on the surrounding endothelial cells [62] including sonoporation

[61]. Consequently, extravasation is enhanced with subsequent increase of drug uptake

in tumour. Thus, ACT offers considerably larger bubbles than conventional MBs with an

increased potential to interact with the endothelium, as well as eliminating the safety issues as-

sociated with inertial cavitation. A schematic illustration of the principle is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of the principle behind Acoustic Cluster Therapy (ACT) inside a cap-
illary. a) Clusters of positively charged microdroplets and negatively charged MBs are co-injected with
drug (indicated by stars). Upon insonation, clusters are activated to form ACT bubbles that transiently
deposit in the microvasculature, increasing drug concentration locally (b). A second step of low fre-
quency US induces stable cavitation of the ACT bubble (c). This causes biomechanical effects on the
surrounding endothelial cells, increasing the endothelial permeability and subsequent drug extravasation
(d).

The inventors of ACT, Per Christian Sontum, Svein Kvåle and Andrew John Healey, co-founded

the company Phoenix Solutions AS in 2013 and filed a patent the following year. Pre-clinical

studies of the technology have shown promising results, demonstrating that ACT is safe at dose

levels up to 1 mL/kg with activation in the liver and heart of rats and dogs [74]. Moreover, the

synergistic effect of this treatment with the chemotherapies paclitaxel [61, 62] and Abraxane R©

[62] has been confirmed in two recent pre-clinical studies.
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2.3 Fundamentals of microfluidics

The term ”microfluidics” is widely associated with the engineering or application of fluid flow

systems that contain channels and/or chambers with at least one dimension below 1 mm, where

liquid volumes in the microliter to picoliter range can be controlled and manipulated. In many

applications, microfluidics present an enabling alternative to traditional macroscale liquid han-

dling systems, as the minituarization offers portability, low material and space consumption

as well as high sensitivity. As will become evident in Chapter 2.4, microfluidic technology is

especially interesting in developing advanced cell culture systems.

2.3.1 Underlying principles of microflows

Before presenting the governing equations describing microflows, some fundamental assump-

tions and principles must be mentioned, that originate from general fluid mechanics. Firstly,

the continuum approximation is applied on the fluid to assume an average of fluid properties

(i.e. velocity and density) rather than properties of individual molecules of the fluid. Despite

volumes down to the picoliter range, the approximation is valid for microfluidics as the number

of water molecules (3× 1013 molecules/pL) is still high. Hence, microflows can be analyzed

from the same governing principles as for macroscale fluid mechanics [75]. Secondly, fluids

are classified as Newtonian or non-Newtonian fluids to characterize how the fluid’s rate of de-

formation is related to viscous stress present in the fluid during flow. For Newtonian fluids, the

viscous shear stress τ is directly proportional to the derivative of the velocity in the direction

perpendicular to the shear plane, i.e. ∂u
∂y

, through the fluid (dynamic shear) viscosity η:

τ = η
∂u

∂y
, (2.8)

implying the fluid is non-Newtonian if η is shear-dependent. Non-Newtonian fluids may ex-

perience both increase as well as decrease of viscosity as shear stress increases, such as in the

case of blood flow in small and intermediate diameter vessels [76]. On the other hand, water

and other small molecule liquids are often assumed as Newtonian.
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As a consequence of the small dimensions, flow in microfluidic channels is laminar, implying

that viscous forces dominate. Laminar flow assumes that fluid mixing occurs solely due to

diffusion in contrast to the case of e.g. turbulent flow where mass transport due to convection

also takes place. The Reynold’s number, Re, is an important parameter in these systems, giving

the ratio between inertial and viscous forces in the flow to determine the flow regime:

Re =
ρu0L0

η
, (2.9)

where ρ is the fluid density and u0 and L0 denote the characteristic linear velocity and length

scale of the system, respectively [77]. For conventional microfluidic devices, Re is typically

below 1, while the transition to turbulent flow occurs at values above 2000 [78]. As physiolog-

ical fluid flow is characterized by Re far below 2000, laminar flow is often assumed in these

cases. Transitions to turbulent flow in vivo is associated with sites with diameters above the

micrometer scale such as in the heart valves and aorta, or in diseased arteries [79].

2.3.2 Governing equations in microflow systems

The motion of a Newtonian and incompressible fluid can be described by the following expres-

sion of the well-known Navier-Stokes equation:

ρ~g −∇p+ η∇2~u = ρ

(
~u∇~u+

∂~u

∂t

)
, (2.10)

where ρ denotes fluid density, ~g is the gravitational acceleration, p denotes pressure and u is

the flow velocity [77]. As can be seen from the equation, fluid flow is thus described by forces

due to gravity, pressure gradient and viscosity, respectively. In microsystems, Poiseuille flow

is often assumed, which simplifies (2.10) into a linear equation containing only a pressure and

a viscosity term. Poiseuille flow concerns the steady-state (i.e. ∂u
∂t

= 0), laminar flow of a

Newtonian fluid in a straight, rigid channel. Flow is driven by a pressure gradient between the

two ends of the channel, where gravitational body forces are neglected and there is a no-slip

condition at the channel walls [77]. Moreover, the flow is unidirectional, parallel to the axis of
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the channel, implying ~u∇~u = 0. With these conditions, (2.10) can be written as:

∇~p = η∇2~u (2.11)

which can be solved to obtain (analytical) solutions of the flow velocity for various channel

geometries. For a circular channel of radius a and length L, velocity u along the channel axis

(x-direction) is given by

u(y, z)circular =
∆p

4ηL
(a2 − y2 − z2), (2.12)

where y is the position along the channel width, −a
2
< y < a

2
, and z is the position along the

channel height, −a
2
< z < a

2
[77]. Similarly, for a rectangular channel of length L with height

h and width w, h < w, the solution, along the channel axis, is [77]

u(y, z)rectangular =
4h2∆p

π3ηL

∞∑
n,odd

1

n3

[
1−

cosh(nπ y
h
)

cosh(nπ w
2h

)

]
sin (nπ

z

h
). (2.13)

Knowledge about the velocity can be used to compute the volumetric flow rate Q - a constant

describing the amount of liquid passing through the channel per time. Q can be found by mul-

tiplying the average velocity with channel cross section area, which is the same as performing

a spatial integral on u(y, z). For (2.12) and (2.13), we arrive at

Qcircular =
πa4

8ηL
∆p, (2.14)

and

Qrectangular ≈
[
1− 0.63

h

w

]
h3w

12ηL
∆p. (2.15)

Moreover, Q may be expressed at a form analogous to Ohm’s law, known as the Hagen-

Poiseuille law:
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Q =
∆p

Rh

, (2.16)

where Rh is the hydraulic resistance - a proportionality constant between the pressure and flow

rate describing the resistance to flow. Rh depends on channel geometry, thus, it is an important

parameter to consider when designing microfluidic channels. This can be seen directly by

inserting (2.16) into (2.14), or (2.15):

Rh,circular =
8ηL

πa4
(2.17)

and

Rh,rectangular ≈
12ηL

1− 0.63h/w

1

h3w
. (2.18)

As in an electrical circuit, channels arranged in series or in parallel are analogous to electrical

resistors and follow the same additive rules to compute the total resistance [77]. The magnitude

of the hydraulic resistance is critical in microfluidic systems as the hydraulic resistance can

directly oppress liquid flow in small diameter channels. In particular, the hydraulic resistance

is an important consideration at channel junctions as an asymmetrical resistance will result in

an uneven liquid flow, in the worst case blockage of the high resistance channel.

Knowledge about the flow velocity u can also be used to find the channel wall shear stress, as

seen in (2.8) for y = 0.
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2.4 Microfluidic in vitro models

2.4.1 Microfluidics as an enabling tool in cell culture

Initially, applications of microfluidics were centered around biomolecule analysis from an

analytical point of view, which later gave rise to terms like ’lab-on-a-chip’ and ’micro total

analysis systems’ (µTAS). Recently, there has been a shift towards biological applications

involving complex cell cultures [13] and single cell analysis [80], as microfluidics allows

manipulation of fluids and forces at the characteristic scale of a cell [11]. These systems

can contain one single or a network of micrometer scale channels inside which cell culture

medium and liquid reagents can flow at a controllable rate. Several features make microfluidic

devices highly suitable for cell culture purposes. First of all, in such small set-ups only

a limited amount of cells and materials is needed. This would make microfluidic systems

favourable for experiments using rare or expensive materials. Moreover, the small size enables

continuous perfusion of cell culture medium, in contrast to conventional bioreactors, where

medium must be collected and reused [81]. Delivery of nutrients and other chemical cues

to cells can be done in a controlled manner in microfluidic systems [82]. Mechanical cues

can also be considered such as by implementing mechanically deformable substrates [82].

Devices themselves ensure effective gas and thermal exchange due to the large surface to

volume ratio. Moreover, real-time visualization and quantitative analysis of various biological

processes are enabled as many devices are optically transparent [82]. Undoubtedly, it is the

presence of flow that is the most important feature. Fluid flow in microfluidic devices can be

precisely tuned to mimic the dynamic flow conditions found in vivo and resulting physiological

stress experienced by cells. Thus, it is widely accepted that microfluidic platforms give rise

to more physiologically relevant cell cultures in contrast to traditional Petri dish cultures

in static (i.e. no flow) environments. This is true not only for achieving the culture itself,

but also for the specific application where the cell culture serves as a model, such as in drug

screening assays [15, 16], cell-to-cell interaction studies [17] and cell migration studies [83, 84].

Cell cultures of high complexity are possible with microfluidics. Functionalization with ECM

mimicking proteins allows cell attachment to channel walls [12], or growth or migration
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into three-dimensional (3D) ECM networks [83–86] to include cell-matrix interactions.

Compartmentalization of devices enables co-cultures where cells are allowed to interact across

different cell types [83, 85, 87–91], and 3D clusters of tumour cells may be created to mimic

solid tumours by trapping and culturing cells in microfluidic systems [14, 92]. Furthermore, the

device may be integrated with programmable valves and pumps for automated liquid handling

[93]. The term ”organ-on-chips” is widely used to denote such models, which have gained

much publicity as the next generation of cell cultures. An increasing number of devices, studies

employing microfluidic cell cultures and protocols have been reported, along with multiple

review articles on the topic [10–14].

2.4.2 Flow considerations in cell culture

Prediction of flow behaviour, e.g. flow velocity, hydraulic resistance and shear stress, is useful

in order to optimize device design for a certain application. The mathematical equations given

in Chapter 2.3.2 are helpful in describing the flow of Newtonian fluids in simple microchannel

geometries where solutions to the Navier-Stokes equation are easily obtainable, but are limited

to these cases. To predict the flow behaviour in more complex systems, e.g. when channels

branch into channels of smaller widths or in cases where the layout is asymmetric, simulation

software or experimental measurements will be more useful. The likely shear-dependent

viscosity of a solution containing significant concentrations of proteins and cells could be

another important consideration. Also, when cells occupy significant space in microchannels,

the altered channel geometry and effective dimensions (i.e. the space available for liquid flow)

should be considered. Nevertheless, the equations in Chapter 2.3.2 still provide fundamental

insights on the effects of channel dimensions. For example, as can be seen from (2.17) and

(2.18), the hydraulic resistance is proportional to channel length, but is much more affected

by channel height or radius (to the power of 3 and 4, respectively). This would for instance

imply that the presence of cells or air bubbles in the channel would lead to an increased Rh,

oppressing flow. If a portion of the channel is filled with air, the resistance against flow may

be so high that flow is completely obstructed. Increasing the pressure to drive the flow may

potentially have detrimental effects on cells present in the channel.
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Flow parameters may be important to achieve a successful cell culture. For example, flow

velocity is central in manipulating shear stress experienced by cells, as seen from (2.8). Shear

stress affects cell morphology, gene expression and interactions between cells and ECM [94],

and could thus be essential in a given application. A study showed that endothelial cells

exposed to shear stresses of 15-30 dyn/cm2 had reduced susceptibility to undergo apoptosis,

while shear stress of 1 dyn/cm2 had no effect [95]. In microfluidic endothelial cell culture,

shear stress should preferably be in a physiological range. In vivo measurements of shear stress

in human capillaries of 4-24 µm revealed a mean value of 15.4 dyn/cm2 [96].

Replenishing cell culture medium in microfluidic devices happens by flowing fresh medium

into the device, displacing the old medium. This can be done in various ways, such as using

a micropipette, a syringe pump [22, 97–100], a peristaltic pump [101], integrated micropumps

[93, 102], or simply by exploiting gravity [87, 92]. Throughout this master project, gravity

driven flow has been explored as a means of continuously delivering medium to cells inside

microfluidic devices, even while inside a cell culture incubator. The method, which requires

no external pump, is a passive pumping method where the pressure driving the flow is given

solely by hydrostatic and capillary pressures. The relative magnitude of the latter depends on

the surface to volume ratio of the channel or fluid reservoir in question, as capillary forces result

from liquid surface tension. For a fluid column of height ∆H , the pressure at the bottom of the

column is ∆p higher than at the top due to the hydrostatic pressure, with

∆p = ρg∆H, (2.19)

where ρ is the density of the liquid and g is the gravitational constant [77, 103]. For a microflu-

idic channel used for cell culture, it is useful to consider two reservoirs connected to the inlet

and outlet of the channel respectively, where medium can flow from the inlet reservoir into the

outlet reservoir. Then, ∆H in (2.19) is the height difference between the two reservoirs [103].

As ∆H decreases with time, ∆p and thus Q decrease with time. Ultimately, when the two liq-

uid columns have equalized their height, flow is zero unless capillary forces are able to induce
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further liquid movement.

2.4.3 Reported microfluidic vascular models and devices for sonoporation

studies

Microfluidic platforms as vascular models have been reviewed previously by several authors

[18–20, 104], but as will become evident, their application in studying cavitating MBs is

limited. Various devices incorporating endothelial cell culture have been produced to study

a range of processes including pathophysiological processes such as thrombosis [87, 99] and

cancer angiogenesis during co-culture with tumour and/or stromal cells [83, 87, 90, 91], and

effects of shear stress on endothelial cell morphology [101], gene expression [101, 105],

cytoskeletal remodeling [106], and even binding to ligand-functionalized nanoparticles [107].

The range of different applications gives rise to a variety of microfluidic devices and designs

as depicted in Figure 2.2. All devices except for the one in Figure 2.2h were employed for

endothelial cell culture.

Individual channels for ECM constituents in 3D networks are visible in devices in Fig-

ure 2.2a-b. In Figure 2.2a, endothelial cells (Human Microvascular Endothelial Cells cell line)

are allowed to migrate from a ”cell channel” into a collagen scaffold to study angiogenesis

influenced by tumour cells (MTLn3 or U87MG cell lines) that are co-cultured in a ”condition

channel” [83]. Channel dimensions are given in the figure. In the device shown in Figure 2.2b,

Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVECs) grow at the interface between a ”main

channel” and side channels filled with basement membrane extract and chemokines, to study

extravasation of tumour cells (ACC-M cell line) from the main channel into the side channels,

across endothelial cells [84]. Main channel had a cross section of 1000 µm× 150 µm (width x

height) and side channels were 600 µm× 100 µm.

Figure 2.2c shows a microfluidic design according to a computer mapped image of a hamster

cremaster muscle to create a physiological vascular model, with rectangular channels of 50 or

100 µm height (widths not given) [100]. The resulting device was used to culture bovine aortic
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endothelial cells. Figure 2.2d shows a branched microchannel structure that was developed

to study microvascular interactions in hematological diseases [97], and was employed to

study occlusion and thrombosis by culture of HUVECs [99]. The device allowed culture for

up to 8 days. Smallest channels had a cross section of 30 µm× 30 µm. Figure 2.2e shows

HUVECs cultured in a single 50 µm× 50 µm channel to characterize endothelial linings

including presence of adherence junctions, after 6 days of culture [98]. In the device depicted

in Figure 2.2f, a single inlet and outlet port are connected to five ”flow-control channels”

of 1000 µm width and 40-87 µm height, which branch into two ”culture channels” each, of

3000 µm× 213 µm (width x height) [101]. This gives rise to higher hydraulic resistance in

the flow-control channels with respect to the culture channels. HUVECs were cultured in

the culture channels in order to study effects of shear stress, which was tuned by the varying

resistance in the flow-control channels.

In Figure 2.2g, a culture chamber of 1000 µm× 120 µm (width x height) is connected to a

source and sink channel, respectively, of 500 µm× 120 µm, separated by microchannels of

just 5 µm× 4 µm [108]. HUVECs were loaded into and cultured in the culture chamber. The

source and sink channels provided concentration gradients of growth factors that were loaded

into the source and diffused into and across the cell culture chamber, to study resulting cell

behaviour. Figure 2.2h shows a microfluidic device functionalized with interdigital transducers

(visible as four panels) to generate surface acoustic waves, to induce sonoporation of single

tumour cells (MFC-7 cell line) by MBs present in a microfluidic device [21]. The microfluidic

device consisted of a single cylindrical channel of 600 µm radius, but was designed to have a

height of 16 µm in order to trap tumour cells of larger size. It was not given whether the device

allowed cell culture. By applying appropriate voltages at the interdigital transducers, surface

acoustic waves would steer MBs towards single tumour cells. A single pulse of 24 MHz and

41 µs duration would lead to the collapse of 3 µm MBs with subsequent sonoporation of tumour

cells. The authors also used a similar device to initiate release of doxorubicin from temperature

sensitive liposomes by high intensity focused US from the surface acoustic waves [109].

All the devices mentioned so far were fabricated using the polymer polydimethylsiloxane
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(PDMS) - which is the most widely employed material in microfluidic device fabrication

[110]. Other materials for device fabrication are however possible. Figure 2.2i shows a device

of collagen gel with a plexiglass housing, the collagen casted from a PDMS master to yield

straight and parallel microchannels of 100 µm× 100 µm cross section connected to a single

inlet and outlet [87]. HUVECs readily attached to all channel walls and could be cultured

for 4-7 days. The device had a PDMS reservoir on top to store growth medium, which was

to be delivered by gravity-driven flow, a process described in Chapter 2.4.2. Sonoporation of

HUVECs was successfully conducted using such a device by Juang et al. [22]. The authors

perfused their device with MBs (both custom-made as well as commercially available) in

growth medium using a syringe pump. As flow reached steady-state, insonation at fc of 1 MHz

for 5 s was conducted. This resulted in MB destruction with subsequent sonoporation of

HUVECs, which was verified by propidium iodide (PI) (see Chapter 2.6.1). Figure 2.2j shows

a single microfluidic channel realized in a device made of polyester and toner, with channel

cross section of 2000 µm× 103 µm (width x height), suitable for HUVEC culture with viable

cells up to 5 days [111].
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Figure 2.2: Microfluidic devices from the last decade, among which all except for h were used for
endothelial cell culture. See next page for detailed captions.
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Figure 2.2: a) Co-culture device suitable for endothelial and tumours cells where endothelial cells may
migrate from ”cell channel” into ”scaffold channels”. Adapted from [83] with permission of The Royal
Society of Chemistry. b) Device for studying tumour cell extravasation. An extracellular matrix (ECM)
gel fills the side channels, and endothelial cells are cultured on the yellow dotted line. Tumour cells
extravasate from main channel, across endothelial cells, into side channels. Adapted from [84] with
permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. c) Microfluidic channel design based on a computer
mapped network of a native cremaster muscle. Adapted by permission from RightsLink Permissions
Springer Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature, [100]. d) Microfluidic channel design of a
branched network, reproduced from [99], with the permission of American Society for Clinical Investi-
gation. e) Fluorescence micrograph of Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVECs) cultured in
a single microchannel 6 days after seeding, 25 µm scale bar. Adapted from [98] with permission by Mary
Ann Liebert Inc. f) Microfluidic channel design with channels of varying height, suitable for endothelial
cell culture in ”culture channels”. Reproduced from [101] with permission from Elsevier. g) Device
suitable for endothelial cell culture in a ”cell culture chamber”. Source and sink channels enable gradi-
ents of biochemical cues. The small channels connecting the channels to the chamber are not drawn to
scale. Reproduced from [108] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. h) Device consisting
a single cylindrical microchannel. Device allows generation of surface acoustic waves by interdigital
transducers (IDTs), to induce sonoporation of individual cancer cells. Reprinted from [21] with the per-
mission of AIP Publishing. i) Device with microchannels of collagen gel, suitable for endothelial cell
culture in square channels. Was used to study e.g. thrombosis [87] and sonoporation [22]. Reproduced
from [87], Copyright 2012 National Academy of Sciences. j) Device made from polyester and toner,
comprising a single rectangular channel, suitable for endothelial cell culture. Adapted from [111] under
the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License [112].

The versatility of microfluidic systems allows expansion of the in vitro model to add various

new dimensions. As already presented, microfluidic devices can be functionalized to allow

co-culture of endothelial cells and tumour cells. This can be exploited to mimic the endothelial

barrier and EPR effect, features that are crucical in drug delivery to tumours. Kwak et al.

reported a microfluidic tumour microenvironment model with different device compartments

and microchannels to represent a pair of blood and lymphatic vessels, and a compartment

representing the tumour, as shown in Figure 2.3. The vascular channel, with cross section

of 300 µm× 50 µm (width x height), lied on top of a 1 mm by 2.7 mm tumour compartment

of 100 µm height. On each side of the tumour compartment, there was a 300 µm× 100 µm

”lymphatic channel”. By applying different pressures on the capillary, tumour and lymphatic

compartments, the authors sought to simulate the complex hydraulic pressure conditions

found in vivo. The goal was to use the device to study extravasation and subsequent tumour

accumulation of polystyrene nanoparticles. By separating microvascular endothelial cells
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and tumour cells (MCF-7 cell line) with a porous membrane of 400 nm pores, nanoparticles

were allowed to flow through and extravasate from the vascular compartment into the tumour

compartment, to mimic EPR-associated leaky vasculature in tumours in vivo. This exemplifies

how microfluidic models allow consideration of a vaster context that extends beyond the single

organ or cell type, to incorporate multiple physiological features found in vivo. Microfluidics

augment traditional in vitro models and are especially powerful in simulating in vivo environ-

ments where liquid flow is important, such as in microvasculature.

Figure 2.3: Schematic of a multi-compartment microfluidic tumour model incorporating tumour cells,
endothelial cells and two lymphatic channels to mimic the tumour microenvironment and surrounding
compromised endothelium. Endothelial cells and tumour cells are separated by a porous membrane to
allow consideration of the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect. Adapted from [113] with
permission from Elsevier.

To date, the literature on microfluidic devices to study cells and MBs in acoustic fields is

limited, including devices shown in Figure 2.2f and h along with sonoporation studies with

single cavitating bubbles [114]. Lajoinie et al. reviewed the different in vitro systems that have

been used to study (micro)bubble-cell interactions [115], not limited to MBs responding to US.

A number of reports on cells and cavitation bubbles in microfluidic confinement exist, including

single cell analysis of a laser-induced cavitation bubble interacting with cells in suspension, in a

microfluidic confinement [23, 116]. The authors pointed out that these represent oversimplified

models, and that despite the emergence of more sophisticated microfluidic cell culture models

that allow physiological considerations such as flow and ECM, their application in studying

MBs and cavitation bubbles is limited [115]. However, these considerations could be crucial
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in order to gain insights that are translatable to the in vivo situation where cells interact with

each other and ECM in 3D, and endothelial cells are subject to flow-induced shear stress. A

previous study showed that MB-induced sonoporation of endothelial cells was greatly reduced

if cells had been subject to culture under flow conditions, compared to a static culture [117].

Thus, microfluidic devices represent an enabling technology for studying MB-cell interactions

under in vivo-like conditions. Despite the many opportunities, it is emphasized that this master

project did not strive to develop a complex 3D in vitro model with high physiological relevance

due to the limited amounts of time and materials. Instead, focus was dedicated to establishing

a device that essentially allowed monolayer endothelial cell culture (although cell attachment

may happen on the whole channel surface), and visualization of MBs during insonation.

2.5 Fabrication of a microfluidic vascular model

In general, microfluidic devices are most often fabricated from either a solid polymer material

or glass, or a combination. As already mentioned, PDMS is by far the most common material.

For cell culture purposes, the material has many favourable properties, including flexibility,

optical transparency, gas permeability [118], low toxicity and its surface adsorption of ECM

proteins like fibronectin [119]. Device fabrication, as will become evident, is both rapid and

straight-forward. However, although PDMS would sound like the ideal material, there are

adverse effects that should not be neglected, including permeability towards water vapor and

small hydrophobic molecules, and possible interaction of un-cross-linked oligomers with cells

[120]. As mentioned in Chapter 2.4.3, other materials are possible.

Rapid prototyping of PDMS based microfluidic devices is typically achieved from soft lithog-

raphy replica molding, where PDMS is casted from a reusable mold that carries the desired

pattern. The mold is typically prepared by a photolithography process on a silicon wafer,

where the pattern in question is transferred to a film of photosensitive material (”photoresist”)

coating the wafer. This happens by selective exposure to light at appropriate wavelength, often

in the ultraviolet (UV) range, according to the desired pattern. Then, PDMS is casted from the
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mold and bonded to a substrate (e.g. glass), before the device is functionalized to allow cell

culture. A schematic showing this process flow, which was employed in this project, is given

in Figure 2.4. All the steps are described in more detail in the following subsections.

Figure 2.4: A flow chart illustrating the stepwise fabrication of a microfluidic system for endothelial cell
culture. Steps a-d show a standard lithography process utilizing a negative photoresist to create a silicon
mold that contains the inverse of the final pattern. Microfluidic pattern is transferred to a photosensitive
material by selective ultraviolet (UV) light exposure (c), which hardens the material and yields a mold
(d) for the device. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is then casted from the mold (e), inlets and outlets are
created (not shown), before PDMS is bonded to a substrate (f) of e.g. glass or PDMS. Fibronectin is
introduced in the channels (g) to facilitate endothelial cell attachment in the final step (h).

2.5.1 Photolithography

Photolithography is commonly associated with semiconductor manufacturing and integrated

circuit industry, but is nevertheless widely employed in microfabrication in general for selective

substrate patterning. The process involves several steps which can be optimized for a given

material and application. Most photolithography processes include the following steps in

the given order: 1) cleaning the substrate, 2) dehydration bake, 3) depositing photoresist,

4) soft bake, 5) exposure to (UV) light, 6) post exposure bake, 7) development and 8) hard bake.
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The substrate, most often a silicon wafer, is first thoroughly cleaned, e.g. by spraying with

solvents, exposed to plasma or etched in a corrosive solution. Then, dehydration bake is

carried out to remove any excess moisture including adsorbed water molecules. These steps

are necessary to ensure proper adhesion of photoresist. The photoresist is a polymer solution

in an organic solvent that, upon exposure to (UV) light at appropriate wavelength, changes

its solubility in a developer solution. Resists are fundamentally classified as either positive or

negative, depending on whether light exposure breaks down the resist to increase solubility,

or crosslinks the polymer component to decrease solubility, respectively. In fabrication of

a microchannel mold, i.e. the inverse pattern of the microchannel, it is relevant to consider

selective light exposure of a negative photoresist with subsequent removal of unexposed resist.

The photoresist film thickness defines the depth, or height, of the microfluidic channels. To

achieve channels of different heights as in Figure 2.2f, the photolithography process may be

repeated for several cycles where photoresist is repeatedly deposited over previous resist layers

[101]. The negative photoresist SU-8 is widely used in microfluidic device fabrication [97, 98,

101, 108, 110], but can in principle be any negative photoresist that allows the appropriate film

thickness.

Photoresists may be deposited on the substrate by various means. A widely employed method

is spin coating, where the resist is first deposited in the center of the substrate, which is subse-

quently spun at thousands of revolutions per minute (RPM). The centrifugal forces ensure even

distribution of the photoresist towards the substrate edge by resist flow; higher RPMs yielding

thinner films. Frequently, the manufacturer of the photoresist provides a spin curve for the spe-

cific resist, giving information about how resulting thickness varies with spin speed. The spin

curve often follows a power relation of the form

t ∝ avb, (2.20)

where t denotes film thickness, v is the spin speed given in RPM and a and b are constants.

Typically, b has a value of around -0.5 [121]. Moreover, film thickness decreases with de-

creasing resist viscosity, and to some degree also the duration of the spin coating. Sometimes,

especially for viscous resists, a ridge of resist on the wafer edge and back side can be observed,
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known as the edge bead. Depending on the application, removal of edge bead can be crucial,

which can be achieved by e.g. spraying an appropriate solvent on the underside of the wafer

while spinning [122]. After coating, soft bake is carried out to evaporate excess solvents from

the resist, improve its adhesion and relieve film stress.

The film is now ready for exposure. This step is most often performed with the aid of a

photomask with areas that are transparent and opaque according to the pattern, hence the

photomask has to be physically fabricated. However, light exposure in direct exposure systems

that do not require photomasks also exist, such as the direct laser writing system (maskless

aligner) that was used in this project. Such a system focuses a laser beam onto the resist and

scans across the substrate according to a computer generated design. Following exposure,

post-exposure bake is carried out to, depending on the resist type, initiate chemical reactions

or improve resist adhesion and/or alleviate film stress [122]. Afterwards, a developer solution

dissolves soluble areas of the resist to yield the final pattern. Depending on the application

of the patterned substrate, a hard bake can be performed as a final step to harden the resist,

prepare it for subsequent processing and remove excess developer and/or moisture.

2.5.2 Silanization

A non-stick silicon mold is desirable to facilitate removal of PDMS, achievable through

silanization. The process involves coating the silicon wafer with a self-assembled monolayer

of alkylsilane molecules, e.g. by creating covalent Si-O-Si bonds to the already present silanol

group on the silicon surface through hydrolysis [123]. This decreases the affinity of PDMS to

the mold.

2.5.3 PDMS soft lithography replica molding

To transform the mold pattern to PDMS, a mixture of liquid PDMS base and curing agent is

poured onto the mold and subsequently solidified. The base contains vinyl terminated PDMS
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oligomers which react with silicon hydride groups present in the curing agent, cross-linking

the base to yield a solid elastomer [124]. The ratio between the amount of base and curing

agent determines cross-linking density in the final material, which has implications on material

stiffness, a lower base to curing agent ratio yielding a material of higher Young’s modulus

[125]. Curing is typically carried out at 60-65 ◦C overnight, or up to 24 h [97, 110], but can

also be shortened down if the temperature is increased; 2 h at 120 ◦C [101] or 1 h at 80 ◦C

[84] have been reported. Necessary curing time increases with PDMS thickness. Afterwards,

the patterned PDMS slab is peeled off the mold, inlets and outlets are punched through the

slab, and the slab is bonded to a substrate such as a clean glass slide or a slab of PDMS

(Figure 2.4f). Other substrate materials are also possible, e.g. lithium niobate which was used

by Meng et al. [21] (Figure 2.2h). All other PDMS microfluidic devices shown in Figure 2.2

had glass bottoms. To create an irreversably sealed device, plasma bonding is typically done

[124] with e.g. oxygen plasma [97, 98]. In this process, surface active hydroxyl groups are

created on the two surfaces (e.g. PDMS or glass) [124], which may undergo a condensation

reaction to yield covalent Si-O-Si bonds between the two surfaces upon bonding. Remaining

hydroxyl groups in the channels render the device hydrophilic, but PDMS hydrophilicity is

unstable as low-molecular weight chains from the bulk of the polymer diffuse to the surface

[126]. Especially storage in dry air post plasma treatment, leads to a continuous increase in

hydrophobicity [126]. Hydrophilicity can however be maintained by allowing contact between

the plasma treated PDMS surface and water or a polar organic solvent [124]. The plasma

treatment may also improve surface adsorption of ECM proteins necessary for cell attachment

(see Chapter 2.5.4) [127, 128].

2.5.4 Device functionalization for endothelial cell culture

Following fabrication, devices must be prepared for endothelial cell culture. Sterilization may

be achieved by different means, including washing with 70 % ethanol [98, 129], autoclaving

[83, 118], UV light treatment [84, 101, 130], or just relying on the plasma treatment from de-

vice bonding [97]. Channel walls are then coated with an ECM mimicking protein (Figure 2.4e)

by injecting a solution with suitable concentration. The protein is immobilized to the channel
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surface either by adsorption or covalent bonds [127]. Fibronectin is widely reported in mi-

crofluidic endothelial cell culture including HUVECs [97–100, 105, 111]. This glycoprotein

is an ubiqutous ECM constituent that plays an important role in endothelial cell adhesion and

survival [131]. It has been shown that HUVECs attach to this protein via the fibronectin re-

ceptor α5β1 and possibly also αvβ1 integrins [132]. Moreover, fibronectin ensures more robust

cell attachment so that cells do not detach under flow [105]. Other proteins such as collagen

could also be used, but fibronectin has previously yielded more well-spread endothelial cells

and resistance towards shear stress [133].

2.6 Relevant characterization techniques

Throughout the course of this project, several characterization techniques were employed to

evaluate structures fabricated during photolithography optimization, final silicon molds, mi-

crofluidic cell culture and experiments with MBs. A brief theoretical background of the men-

tioned techniques will be presented in the following sections.

2.6.1 Optical microscopy

Techniques to magnify small samples using visible light and lenses have existed for centuries.

Optical microscopy is still the main-stay method to study samples of size above the diffraction

limit. Modern optical microscopes are typically compound microscopes, implying that

magnification happens at two distinct systems of lenses. The main components of a compound

microscope include a light source, eyepiece or ocular lens, objective lenses for magnification,

a stage for the sample, focus knobs to adjust focus, a diaphragm and a condenser. The latter

two are responsible for adjusting the size of the light cone and focusing the light beam onto the

specimen, respectively. Two-step magnification happens as the initial magnification from the

objective lenses creates an internal image in the microscope, which is further magnified at the

eyepiece. From the eyepiece, the final image can be observed.
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The most simple microscopy technique considers transmitted light where appropriate light-

ing conditions are crucial to achieve images of acceptable quality. In this sense, Köhler

illumination is a method to achieve extremely even lighting of the sample. Moreover, there

are distinct illumination techniques to achieve contrast. These include brightfield (contrast

achieved by specimen light absorption), darkfield (contrast achieved by specimen scattering)

and phase contrast (contrast achieved by optical interference). Today, more advanced optical

microscopy techniques exist that evaluate other parameters than just the transmitted light of the

specimen, including reflected light which is the method of choice for opaque samples such as

semiconductors and metals, or emitted fluorescence light from fluorophores in the specimen.

2.6.1.1 Inverted microscopes

Inverted microscopes contain the same components as conventional microscopes, but have

some of the components arranged differently. Light source, diaphragm and condenser are

above the sample stage rather than below, and the objective is positioned underneath rather

than above the sample stage. Moreover, the sample stage is fixed in the vertical direction,

thus adjusting the focus involves moving the objective lens along the vertical axis. Inverted

microscopes are popular in studying cell cultures as cells may be viewed at the bottom of a

large culture flask or dish. In a conventional microscope however, samples would most often

have to be deposited on a glass slide before inspection. Thus, inverted microscopes enable the

observation of cells under more natural conditions.

2.6.1.2 Phase contrast microscopy

In phase contrast microscopy, one aims at transferring the phase differences of optical waves

into observable contrast in the specimen, i.e. differences in light intensity. Optical waves

interact with the sample, so that their phase and amplitude will depend on properties of the

sample, which can be exploited to create contrast in an image. Specimen thickness and

refractive index affect how the light interacts with it; for example, the amplitude changes if
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the specimen absorbs or scatters the light. To understand this microscopy mode, one must

distinguish between light waves transmitted straight through and unaffected by the sample

(S-waves), i.e. the background light, and light waves that are diffracted and scattered in new

directions (D-waves). The sum, or interference between these waves, is referred to as particle

waves (P-waves). In this sense, contrast is manifested as an amplitude difference between the

P and S-wave. Typically, in transparent, unstained specimens, the D-wave has low amplitude

and is phase-shifted −90◦ relative to the S-wave. Thus, the S-wave and P-wave have nearly

the same intensity, yielding low contrast, as seen in Figure 2.5a. Phase contrast microscopy

enhances contrast by achieving constructive interference (high P-wave amplitude) in regions

containing the sample, and reducing the amount of background light (low S-wave amplitude).

In negative phase contrast microscopy, S-waves are phase-shifted −90◦ to be in phase with

D-waves, yielding constructive interference. The process increases P-wave amplitude so that it

becomes more distinguishable from the S-wave (Figure 2.5b). Higher P-wave amplitude yields

increased brightness in areas containing the sample. This happens as the light passes through

a ring-shaped aperture diaphragm (phase-shift ring) as given in Figure 2.5c. Furthermore,

S-waves are dimmed by a gray filter to minimize background light. Assuming the specimen has

a higher refractive index than its background, it will appear bright on a darker background in

this mode. Alternatively, S-waves may be phase-shifted 90◦, so that the net phase shift between

S-wave and D-wave is 180◦, to create positive phase contrast. This yields a dark specimen on a

light background.
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Figure 2.5: The fundamental principle of phase contrast microscopy relies on phase shifting background
light (S-waves) so that it is in-phase with diffracted light (D-waves) to create amplitude difference be-
tween background light and its interference with diffracted light (P-waves). The example here shows
how S-waves are phase-shifted by minus a quarter wavelength (−90◦) from a to b. This happens as the
light passes a phase ring, shown in c.

2.6.1.3 Fluorescence microscopy

Fluorescence is a phenomenon involving molecular absorption and subsequent excitation of

photons, exhibited by molecules commonly referred to as fluorochromes or fluorophores. A

molecule may absorb photon energy and be excited into higher energy states, both electronically

(excitation of electrons) and vibrationally (excitation of phonons). Upon relaxation, i.e. return-

ing back to the molecule’s ground state, the absorbed energy may be emitted in the form of light,

i.e. photons, known as fluorescent light. As some of the energy from the incoming excitation

light will be lost to non-radiative transitions in the molecule such as vibrational relaxation, the

emitted fluorescent light will always be of higher wavelength than the excitation wavelength.

This phenomenon is known as Stoke’s shift. Fluorescence is a property that can be exploited

in microscopy by staining samples with fluorophores emitting light of visible wavelengths. In

cell biology studies, fluorescence staining involves the specific binding of certain fluorophores

to certain organelles, cytoskeleton proteins or DNA. Staining can also be a powerful tool in

viability assays as some fluorophores are only able to enter apoptotic or necrotic cells, or must

be activated by intra-cellular enzymes only live cells exhibit. Many fluorescence dyes are com-
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mercially available, such as the DNA-specific blue dye 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindol (DAPI),

the viability marker calcein and the necrotic and apoptotic marker propidium iodide (PI).

In other words, fluorescence microscopy involves the detection and localization of fluorophores.

To ensure the optimal contrast and excitation conditions, fluorescence microscopes contain

many optical components. As most fluorescence microscopes including the one used in

this project employ epifluorescence, we will consider the set-up of such microscopes, as

visualized in Figure 2.6. Epifluorescence implies illumination from above the specimen.

Firstly, the set-up must have an appropriate light source, often a mercury lamp, and an

excitation filter ensuring that only light of the specific excitation wavelength irradiates the

sample. To separate the excitation and emission wavelengths, short wavelengths are reflected

by a dichroic mirror. Long wavelengths must pass an emission filter which further isolates the

emission wavelength, which can be observed at the eyepiece or a camera detector. This way,

light that was not emitted by excited fluorophores is reduced, and areas not containing fluo-

rophores appear dark in the final image. The filtering components of fluorescence microscopes

are contained inside filter cubes, which allow switching between filters of different wavelengths.

Figure 2.6: A simple schematic of epifluorescence microscopy, showing how different components
ensure that excitation and emission light rays are separated, so that only excited light is detected.
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The fluorescence dyes that were used in this project include calcein acetoxymethyl (AM) and

PI. Calcein is fluorescent and has an excitation peak at 495 nm and emission peak at 515 nm

(green light), but does not exhibit fluorescence when bound to the AM group. The AM group

may however be hydrolysed by intracellular esterases once calcein AM passively crosses a cell

membrane due to its lipid-solubility, leaving fluorescent calcein in the cytosol [134]. Calcein

is polar and thus retained in live cells with little transfer between cells [134]. Hence, it is a

viability marker. Although the esterase activity should be significantly higher in live cells, it

must be noted that dead cells may release or retain some residual enzymes [135]. PI, on the

other hand binds to DNA and RNA and is impermeable to the cell membranes of live and

healthy cells. However, when the membrane is disrupted such as in the case of (sono)poration,

the dye may enter the cell and has thus been used in several sonoporation studies [22, 136,

137], or as an apoptotic marker [138]. The fluorescence activity increases 20 to 30-fold once

bound to DNA or RNA, with excitation and emission peaks at 535 nm and 617 nm (red light),

respectively.

2.6.2 Scanning electron microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a widely used imaging technique for sample features

at the micrometer and submicrometer scale, with resolution not limited by the diffraction limit

of visible light. The sample of interest is placed in a vacuum chamber and subject to a focused

beam of electrons accelerated at voltage typically in the 1-30 kV range, which scans across

the surface to gather information for each pixel in the final image. These primary electrons

interact with the sample and give rise to secondary electrons which are emitted by atoms of

the sample, and back-scattered electrons from the primary beam. Detection of both secondary

as well as back-scattered electrons give rise to an image, and the amount of detected electrons

allows image contrast by correlating pixel intensity to the number of detected electrons.

Secondary electrons are mostly surface sensitive and allow edge contrast determined by sample

topography, and they also enable higher resolution than back scattered electrons. On the other

hand, back scattered electrons have much higher penetration depth into the sample where

electrons in the inner volume may also escape. These electrons allow elemental contrast.
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To avoid charging effects due to the electron beam, sample surface typically needs to be conduc-

tive, although some scanning electron microscopes (SEMs) such as environmental SEMs allow

inspection of non-conducting samples without the need of vacuum in the specimen chamber.

Sample preparation with metal deposition can however be both fast and straight-forward with a

sputter coater, where a 10 nm layer of e.g. gold can be deposited in a matter of a few minutes.

2.6.3 Profilometry

Profilometers include a range of instruments of different operational principles used to charac-

terize sample surface topography such as surface roughness or film thickness. The latter can be

obtained by measuring the height difference between the film and underlying substrate. Gen-

erally, one can group profilometers in two categories, namely optical profilometers and contact

or stylus profilometers. Optical profilometers include several optical techniques that consider

differences in light path stemming from height differences, such as in interferometry. On the

other hand, contact profilometers utilize physical probing of a surface with a stylus. Hence,

probing microscopes such as atomic force microscopes and scanning tunneling microscopes

are among the contact profilometers. The most simple contact profilometer, however, is just a

regular stylus or mechanical profilometer. In brief terms, a diamond stylus is moved laterally

across the sample surface, in contact with the surface, while a feedback system monitors the

force exerted on the probe by the sample. As the feedback system aims at keeping a constant

force at the stylus, the stylus deflects in response to interactions with the sample. This deflection

is recorded by a detector and is used to plot sample surface height versus lateral position of the

stylus, yielding surface topography.

2.6.3.1 White light interferometry

WLI is an optical profilometry method for characterizing surfaces and 3D structures based

on studying the interference between light that is reflected from the sample and a reference

light beam. Collimated light from a white light source is split into the reference beam and

object beam (to be reflected from the sample) at a beam splitter. The reference beam travels

a known distance in the reference arm, is reflected from a reference mirror, and combined
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with the reflected object beam at the beam splitter. The resulting interference pattern, or

interferogram, is imaged onto a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera which responds with

a camera pixel of high intensity if the interference is constructive and vice versa. A simple

schematic showing this process is shown in Figure 2.7. The interference is determined by the

optical path difference travelled by the reference and object beams. Structural features on the

sample surface give rise to this difference between the two light beams, and the interference

pattern can be translated to height differences present in the sample. The interferogram

can be visualized in a computer software and is manifested as alternating black and white

stripes (see Figure 2.7), so-called ”fringes”, which correspond to areas of destructive and

constructive interference, respectively, between the wavefronts of the reference and object

beams. Fringe spacing corresponds to the path difference between wavefronts in the z-direction.

Figure 2.7: A simple schematic showing the light path during white light interferometry (WLI), an
optical method for characterizing sample surface topography. The interferogram is imaged onto a charge-
coupled device (CCD) camera.

The apparatus that was used in this project, namely Bruker Contour GT-K (Bruker Corp.), is a

set-up combining WLI and optical microscopy in one single instrument. The apparatus has the

configuration of a Mirau interferometer, i.e. the reference arm is located inside a microscope

objective.
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Chapter 3

Materials and methods

In sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, all work was performed in a cleanroom environment at room

temperature unless otherwise stated.

3.1 Optimization of photolithography

Based on the results from the pre-master specialization project [1], preliminary microchannel

heights of 50-100 µm (i.e. increased 2-3-fold from previously) were desired to reduce cell clus-

tering and channel blockage during cell culture. This corresponds to the diameter of arterioles

[139]. Photolithography processes to produce silicon molds of such height, i.e. resist thick-

ness, proved to be difficult, and optimization was necessary to achieve a homogeneous coating

and reduce edge bead. Moreover, a newly acquired photoresist was employed, and available

data sheets with recommended processing parameters were not helpful in fabricating accept-

able structures in the new thickness range. Suitable parameters in the different photolithography

steps had to be determined with respect to the instruments that were employed in this project.

Hence, many efforts were made to optimize the different parameters involved in photolithogra-

phy towards developing a protocol for silicon mold fabrication. The following was investigated

during the optimization process, with details about each step such as the instruments involved

specified in Chapter 3.3.
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• Two different photoresists of different viscosity (only specified for one of them by man-

ufacturer) were used, namely mr-DWL 40 and mr-DWL 100 (Micro Resist Technology

GmbH). The resists have equivalent chemical composition, however mr-DWL 100 is ob-

servably more viscous due to higher polymer concentration and/or molecular weight of

polymer. While mr-DWL 40 was used in the pre-master specialization project and had a

spin-curve available from the resist manufacturer, no such information was available for

mr-DWL 100.

• Spin coating parameters were varied for both resists to determine resulting thickness, an

acceptable edge bead as well as a uniform resist coating. Methods for quantifying resist

thickness will be described in Chapter 3.2. In addition, attempts were made at measuring

resulting edge bead with these methods, but it was later deemed sufficient to just inspect

it visually by eye. mr-DWL 40 was spun on 2-inch silicon wafers and/or small silicon

wafer pieces of ∼3 cm× 3 cm at speed in the 750-1100 RPM range (step size of 50 or

100 RPM) for 30, 45 or 60 s (decreasing time for increasing speed), at acceleration equal

to∼1/3 of the spin speed per second. These spin speeds were according to the spin-curve

given by the manufacturer.

It was found that a 3-step spinning process was desired to first distribute the resist at

low speed and acceleration, then spinning to reach a certain thickness, before a final step

at high speed and acceleration for a short period of time to remove the edge bead. An

example of parameters that were tested for mr-DWL 40 is 1) 500 RPM for 30 s and an

acceleration of 200 RPM/s, 2) 1500 RPM for 30 s with an acceleration of 500 RPM/s,

and 3) 4500 RPM for 3 s with an acceleration of 3000 RPM/s. For mr-DWL 100, the

3-step process was also applied, and spin parameters in the two latter steps were varied.

To investigate spin speed and resulting thickness, the resist was coated on 2-inch silicon

wafers, and speeds of 2000, 2200, 2400 and 3000 RPM were tested for 60 s with an

acceleration equal to 1/3 or 1/4 of the spin speed per second. To spin off the edge

bead, speeds of 5400, 6000 and 6500 RPM were tested for about 3 s at acceleration of

3000-4000 RPM/s. Desired thickness was later specified to ∼60 µm based on evaluation

of structures post exposure and development (see below), and feasibility to fulfill all the

requirements.
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The wafer cleaning procedure prior to spin coating was the same in all cases and is de-

scribed in Chapter 3.3.

• Soft bake was according to the description in Chapter 3.3 and was performed either im-

mediately after spin coating, or the day after where the resist was allowed to planarize

overnight by placing the wafer in a closed wafer ship tray, on a levelled surface. It was

found that planarization prior to soft bake reduced the edge bead.

• UV light exposure parameters were varied to find suitable values for exposure dose and

defocus for a given resist and thickness. Defocus describes the location of the exposure

laser’s focal point in the z-direction and has implications on how light is distributed across

the thickness of the resist. In the present exposure instrument (see Chapter 3.3), the defo-

cus value ranges from 0 to 10, as defined by the manufacturer of the instrument. A value

of 0 corresponds to a focal point present at the resist surface, while a value of 10 corre-

sponds to a shift of 6 µm below the surface, i.e. into the resist. Such tests were conducted

by exposing a small pattern relative to the wafer multiple times on a given resist-coated

wafer, with a varying dose and/or defocus value each time. The pattern was a smaller and

simplified version of the final microfluidic device pattern (see Chapter 3.3). Each wafer

could thus be used to evaluate up to 42 combinations of dose and defocus parameters. Two

wafers of each resist were subject to such tests, varying the dose from 700-1200 mJ/cm2,

900-1400 mJ/cm2, or 1000-2500 mJ/cm2 with a step size of 100 mJ/cm2. In addition, the

defocus value was either kept constant equal to 0 or varied between 0-2, 0-6 or 1-8 with

a step size of 1. All exposure was done at 405 nm wavelength as given by the manufac-

turer. Evaluation of exposure dose was done after the development step with the methods

described in Chapter 3.2.

• For samples that were exposed, post exposure bake was initially carried out for 6 min at

90 ◦C with the temperature ramp described in Chapter 3.3. The baking time was later in-

creased to 10 and 30 min to investigate if baking time affected the quality of the fabricated

structures. It was found that an increased post exposure baking time gave better results.

• It can be expected that development time increases somewhat for increasing resist thick-

ness. For each sample that was developed, the wafer was first developed for 5 or 5.5 min
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and checked in a yellow light illumination microscope (see Chapter 3.2). In case the

structures appeared underdeveloped, the wafer was developed for 1 min additionally, be-

fore inspection, and this was repeated until no more residual resist could be observed.

It is emphasized that not all combinations of the various parameters neither within nor across the

different photolithography steps have been explored, as it was not necessary and would require

excessive time and materials. Moreover, detailed results from the optimization process will not

be presented in this thesis as reportable data acquisition was not prioritized.

3.2 Characterization of photolithography structures

To characterize structures resulting from photolithography, several techniques were used both

during the optimization process as well as for the final silicon molds that will be described in

Chapter 3.3.

• Resist thickness was initially evaluated by a stylus profilometer (Dektak 150, Veeco In-

struments Inc.) during optimization. This was done by removing a small area of the

deposited resist and measure the height difference between the wafer surface and the re-

sist surface after soft bake. It was later found that WLI gave more accurate measurements

with respect to SEM micrographs, hence the stylus profilometer was only used in the

early stages of the optimization process.

• A light microscope (Axio Scope A1, Zeiss AG) with yellow light illumination equipped

with an AxioCam ICc 3 camera (Zeiss AG) operated in reflected brightfield (epi-

brightfield) mode was used to evaluate structures by visual inspection. In particular, this

was done to determine if exposure parameters and development time were optimal. The

objectives include a 5x objective (EC Epiplan, Zeiss AG) with numerical aperture (NA)

of 0.13, or a 10x objective with NA = 0.2, imaging conducted under air.

• In contrast to the stylus profilometer, resist thickness quantification with WLI in a newly

acquired Bruker Contour GT-K with Vision 64TM software (Bruker Corp.) could only

be carried out for samples that were subject to all photolithography steps prior to and
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including development. This was done by using the Vertical Scanning Interferometry

mode, using the 2.5x objective (NA = 0.07) at 0.55x and 1.0x camera zoom (High-Res

camera mode) which yield a field of view of 3.5 mm× 2.6 mm and 1.9 mm× 1.5 mm,

respectively. Measurements were controlled using the 20x objective (NA = 0.4) at 0.55x

zoom. In final silicon molds, for each channel, at least three measurements were made at

different locations along the channel length to study height uniformity. One measurement

would provide a measurement region that covered the whole width as well as 1.4 mm of

the length of the channel (2.5x objective, 1.0x zoom). In this region, the channel height at

any point could be read by measuring the height difference between two arbitrary points

or areas. For practical reasons, this was done manually as the accuracy was deemed suffi-

cient. In addition, the measurement provided a 3D image of the channel with extrapolated

side walls.

• SEM imaging was carried out to visualize feature profiles during optimization to evaluate

exposure dose and development time. For acceptable sample size, wafers were first bro-

ken into pieces of∼0.5 cm× 2 cm, before coating with a 10 nm layer of gold with the aid

of a sputter coater (208 HR B, Cressington Scientific Instruments). Then, samples were

loaded into a tabletop SEM (T3000, Hitachi Ltd.) and inspected at 500x magnification

at 15 kV acceleration voltage, 73-75 µA emission current and 11.6-12 mm working dis-

tance. In addition, inspection in a more advanced SEM (APREO, FEI Co.) that allowed

inspection of whole wafers was attempted for a silicon mold of mr-DWL 100 fabricated

according to the protocol in Chapter 3.3. Despite varying the acceleration voltage and

emission current, imaging could not be successfully carried out in this SEM due to sig-

nificant charging effects and not enough time to optimize imaging in this project.

3.3 Silicon mold fabrication

Microfluidic channels were designed in a suitable photomask format (.cif) using the software

CleWin 4.0 as shown in Figure 3.1. As the ultimate goal of the project was to mimic capillaries

in vivo, channel cross section diagonals would have to be in the tens of micrometers range.

However, based on the results from the pre-master specialization project, cell culture in
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branched channel networks of such small cross section was very difficult due to cell clustering

and transitions to high hydraulic resistance (in accordance with (2.18)). Hence, channels were

entirely straight and widths were increased to 200, 400 and 600 µm to aid cell seeding and

culture. A further measure to avoid cell clustering, based on the results from the pre-master

specialization project, was to have a smooth transition between inlet/outlet and the channel

itself without any sharp corners (see Figure 3.1). The circular inlets and outlets of all channels

had a radius of 600 µm while the channel lengths were 2 cm. A single 2-inch silicon wafer

yielded a mold for one of each channel.

Figure 3.1: Screen shot from the photolithography mask design software CleWin 4.0 showing the three
microchannel designs of 600, 400 and 200 µm width from left to right. All channels are symmetrical and
have a length of 2 cm.

From optical inspection during the photolithography optimization process, it was concluded that

acceptable structures following exposure and development were more achievable in the case of

mr-DWL 100, and a final protocol to fabricate microfluidic device molds was established.
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• The wafer was cleaned first by brief immersion in a bath of acetone followed by spraying

with isopropanol from a squirt bottle, and blowdrying in a stream of nitrogen gas. To

ensure complete removal of organic residues, the wafer was exposed to oxygen plasma at

100 SCCM and 20 kHz generator frequency for 3 min in a plasma cleaner (Femto, Diener

Electronic GmbH).

• Dehydration bake was done at 180 ◦C for 25 min. The wafer was then cooled down to

room temperature.

• A puddle of the negative photoresist mr-DWL 100 (Micro Resist Technology GmbH) was

poured onto the substrate and spun in a spin coater (LabSpin6/8, SÜSS MicroTec AG) in

three following stages: 1) 500 RPM for 30 s at 200 RPM/s acceleration to distribute the

resist, 2) 3000 RPM for for 60 s at 1000 RPM/s to achieve a thickness of 55-60 µm, and 3)

6500 RPM for 3 s at 3500 RPM/s to spin off the edge bead. It was however later revealed

that a reproducible resist thickness was unachievable even with the spin coating settings

kept constant, see Chapter 4.1.

• Soft bake was performed by placing the wafer on a hot plate with a temperature of 50 ◦C,

and the temperature was gradually ramped up to 90 ◦C with a rate of 5-10 ◦/ min to reduce

stress in the resist. The wafer was then left at 90 ◦C for 25 min before the temperature was

ramped down to 50 ◦C with a rate of 1-4 ◦/min by simply changing the set temperature to

40 ◦C. The wafer was then cooled down to and stored at room temperature for 2-16 h, for

rehydration before exposure.

• Exposure was carried out by uploading the mask file to the software of a MLA150 Mask-

less Aligner (Heidelberg Instruments Mikrotechnik GmbH), with exposure at 405 nm

wavelength, 1200 mJ/cm2 dose and defocus value of 0.

• Post-exposure bake was done immediately after exposure and was identical to the soft

bake step. The wafer was then allowed to relax overnight prior to development.

• Uncrosslinked mr-DWL 100 was removed by two times immersion in a bath of mr-Dev

600 developer solution (Micro Resist Technology GmbH), first for 5.5 min and then 1 min

in an additional beaker to remove resist residues, under continuous stirring. After each de-
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velopment step, the wafer was rinsed with isopropanol from a squirt bottle before drying

with nitrogen gas.

• Hard bake was performed immediately after development by baking the wafer at 135 ◦C

for 25 min, based on recommendations for mr-DWL 40 from the manufacturer. The same

temperature ramp as during soft bake and post-exposure bake was done.

• Silanization was carried out by placing the wafer pattern side down on a Petri dish shaped

piece of aluminium foil, in a polystyrene Petri dish bottom. Inside the aluminum dish,

2-3 drops of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorododecyltrichlorosilane (Sigma Aldrich Norway AS)

were deposited, and the Petri dish was left in a vacuum desiccator for 20 min. The alu-

minium foil was then removed and the wafer was kept in the vacuum dessicator for 10 min

additionally before rinsing with isopropanol and blowdrying in a stream of nitrogen to re-

move excess silane.

3.4 PDMS soft lithography replica molding

As the patterned PDMS slab could be bonded to different substrates, two types of devices

were realized in this project. Devices that had a glass substrate as channel bottom are referred

to as G-devices, being equivalent to the ”PG-devices” that were fabricated in the pre-master

specialization project [1]. However, as it was believed that glass would reflect US significantly

and affect subsequent insonation experiments, PDMS-coated Mylar R© sheets (plastic film

based on polyethylene terephthalate) were used as alternative substrates [140]. With Mylar R©

sheets, insonation from both the top as well as the bottom surface of the devices could be

carried out, hence most subsequent experiments were conducted using such devices which are

referred to as M-devices. Both PDMS and glass substrates proved to be suitable substrates for

HUVEC culture in the pre-master specialization project, and Annemieke van Wamel and Sigrid

Berg have previously documented that PDMS has proven to have little attenuation towards US

[1]. The terms ”(microfluidic) device”, ”microchannel” and ”channel”, as well as ”substrate”

and ”(channel) bottom”, are used interchangeably.
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PDMS was casted and bonded according to the following protocol:

• The silicon mold was placed pattern side up in a polystyrene Petri dish and would be

secured by cured PDMS on the edges from the first time of use.

• To cover one mold, 7 g PDMS base from a Sylgard R© 184 Silicone Elastomer Kit (Dow

Corning Corp.) was mixed with 0.7 g curing agent from the same kit, in a plastic cup with

the aid of a plastic spoon.

• The mixture was placed in a vacuum desiccator for 20-30 min for gas removal.

• Dust and particles were removed from the mold surface by a stream of nitrogen gas. The

PDMS mixture was then poured over the silicon mold and remaining gas bubbles were

removed with the aid of an air dust blower.

• PDMS was cured by placing the whole Petri dish in an oven for 3.5 h at 80 ◦C or 6.5 h

at 65 ◦C, which was enough time for it to solidify. Curing time and temperature were in-

creased from the pre-master specialization project [1] to ensure absence of uncrosslinked

oligomers.

• Cured PDMS was peeled off the mold and cut with a scalpel to realize individual devices.

A 1 mm blunt biopsy punch was used to create inlets and outlets, which were punched at

an angle (∼ 45◦) to aid liquid injection. Scotch tape was used to remove residual PDMS,

and the patterns were also covered with tape to prevent dust deposition prior to bonding.

• A ∼7 cm× 8 cm piece of 76 µm thick Mylar R© sheet (CS Hyde Co.) was glued to a

plastic frame, wiped with 70 % ethanol and dried in a stream of nitrogen gas. The piece

was then covered with ∼5 g PDMS base and ∼0.5 g curing agent prepared as above, with

the aid of a plastic spoon, and cured at 65 ◦C for 2 h. To be able to fit M-devices inside

Petri dishes and reuse the plastic frames, Mylar R© sheets were peeled off the frames after

curing and each sheet was cut into 3-4 pieces for individual devices. The PDMS surface

was covered with tape to avoid dust deposition prior to plasma treatment.

• Glass slides for G-devices were wiped with 70 % ethanol and blowdried in a stream of

nitrogen.
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• PDMS pieces (pattern side up), glass slides and Mylar R© sheet bottoms (PDMS coated

side up) were placed in aforementioned plasma cleaner and exposed to oxygen plasma

at 160 SCCM and 32 kHz generator frequency for 1 min. It was assumed that the plasma

exposure would sterilize all exposed surfaces.

• Immediately after plasma exposure, PDMS slabs and glass slides (G-devices) or Mylar R©

sheet bottoms (M-devices) were bonded together by placing plasma exposed surfaces in

contact with each other and pressing gently. The outside of the device was then wiped

with 70 % ethanol.

Pictures of a final G- and M-device are shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Pictures of final microfluidic devices fabricated from soft lithography replica molding. a) A
400 µm wide, 2 cm long and 59-64 µm (see Chapter 4.1) high channel with a glass slide comprising the
device bottom (G-device). b) A 600 µm wide, 2 cm long and 59-72 µm (see Chapter 4.1) high channel.
The device bottom consists of a polydimethylsiloxane covered piece of Mylar R© sheet (M-device).

3.5 Preparation of cells

In the following sections, all handling of cells was conducted in a sterile environment except

for during incubation, imaging and sonoporation studies. Only incubation was not performed

at room temperature.
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3.5.1 Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells

Prior to microfluidic culture, HUVECs (Lonza Group Ltd.) in passage 4 were thawed by

placing a cryo vial of cells in an empty nitrile glove that was sprayed with ethanol on the inside

and placed in a 37 ◦C water bath for 2-3 min. Any instance of growth medium in relation to

HUVEC refers to growth medium prepared from Clonetics R© EGMTM-2M SingleQuotsTM

Kit (Lonza Group Ltd.) pre-heated to 37 ◦C unless otherwise stated. The growth medium

was supplemented with 2 % fetal bovine serum (Sigma Aldrich Norway AS), 1 % penicillin-

streptomycin (Sigma Aldrich Norway AS), and various growth factors including vascular

endothelial growth factor. Using a 5 mL pipette, HUVECs were transferred from the cryo vial

to a TC75 flask (VWR International) that contained 15 mL growth medium, and incubated

in a 5 % CO2 incubator with temperature of 37 ◦C and humidity of ≥95 %. All instances of

incubation refer to the mentioned incubator. HUVECs were left in the incubator overnight

before the medium was changed. Change of medium was done every second or third day

by adding 10-15 mL growth medium to the flask, and splitting of endothelial cells was done

upon observation of (nearly) confluent cell layers. To split cells, old growth medium was

first removed by vacuum suction. HUVECs were then washed with 5 mL of 37 ◦C phosphate

buffered saline (PBS), which was removed before 3 mL of pre-heated (37 ◦C) trypsin was added

for cell detachment. Cells were incubated for 2-3 min before 10 mL growth medium was added

and cells were transferred to a centrifuge tube and centrifuged at 1500 RPM for 5 min. After

removing the supernatant by vacuum suction, growth medium was added to achieve a desired

concentration, and 0.3 million HUVECs were transferred to a new flask containing 10-15 mL

growth medium. Preparation and culture of HUVECs prior to microfluidic culture were mostly

conducted by PhD candidate Melina Mühlenpfordt.

3.5.2 Human prostatic adenocarcinoma cells

For practical reasons throughout the project, as the amount of HUVECs available was very

scarce, the human prostate cancer cell line PC3 was used additionally for microfluidic culture

as a more robust cell line. Although different from endothelial cells, the PC3 cell line is an
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adherent cell type that also adheres to fibronectin via β1-integrins [141], and was believed to

behave similarly to HUVEC in microfluidic devices, with respect to short-term cell culture

and subsequent sonoporation experiments. In other words, it was believed that successful

experiments with PC3 could be somewhat translatable to culture with endothelial cells. This

matter will be further discussed in Chapter 5.1.2.

PC3 cells (American Type Culture Collection) were cultured in T75 flasks with GibcoTM Dul-

becco’s Modified Eagle Medium (Life Technologies AS) supplemented with 10 % fetal bovine

serum (Sigma Aldrich Norway AS) and 1 % penicillin-streptomycin (Sigma Aldrich Norway

AS). Any instance of growth medium in relation to PC3 cells refers to said medium pre-heated

to 37 ◦C. Cells were split upon confluence according to the protocol of Chapter 3.5.1 except that

1.2 or 1.3 million cells were transferred to a new flask. The growth medium was changed every

second or third day by removing the old medium by vacuum suction and adding 10-15 mL to

the flask.

3.6 Microfluidic cell culture

In the following sections, the term ”microfluidic cell culture” denotes any microfluidic device

seeded with cells (HUVEC or PC3) irrespective of how long time was allowed between cell

seeding and subsequent experiments. Devices that were used for cell culture were stored in

polystyrene Petri dishes, always with the top surface where the inlet and outlet were present

facing up. Channels of all widths were used, and the specific height of a given channel was not

noted as it was regarded as uninteresting (however between 59 and 72 µm, see Chapter 4.1).

Any injection of liquids into channels, including cell suspension, was carried out using a

micropipette as this was deemed most optimal based on previous experiences [1]. In the

following sections, unless otherwise stated, any injection of liquid refers to the following: the

micropipette was inserted into an inlet while pressurized, before emptying until a droplet was

visible at the outlet. Then, the pipette was withdrawn while still pressurized, depositing an

additional droplet at the inlet. The terms inlet and outlet do not refer to any specific entrance to

the channel.
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All channels were coated with fibronectin before HUVECs or PC3 were seeded, and all liquid

injection was carried out the same day as device bonding to maintain channel hydrophilicity

upon liquid injection, reducing the likelihood of air bubbles [1]. To coat channels with

fibronectin, 10-25 µL of 5 µg/mL fibronectin in PBS solution at 4 ◦C was injected into each

channel according to the procedure described above. For PC3 cells, a concentration of

10 µg/mL was additionally used, to find an optimal concentration. Devices were then incubated

for 40-60 min.

10-25 µL HUVEC or PC3 cell suspension was injected. HUVECs were in passage 5-8 and

had concentration of 10 million cells per mL. PC3 cells were injected at 10 or 20 million cells

per mL concentration, to find a suitable concentration. Cells were first injected until a droplet

(containing displaced fibronectin solution) was visible on top of the outlet, which was removed

by a disinfectant wipe. Then, the remaining cell suspension in the pipette tip was injected into

the channel from the outlet to stop the flow, creating an additional liquid droplet on top of the

inlet. The two liquid droplets on the outer device surface were then connected by a fluid line

of ∼100 µL pure growth medium to ensure zero flow in the channels, allowing cells to attach.

Devices were then immediately placed in the incubator. For HUVECs, unattached cells were

flushed out by injecting new medium the day after seeding. This was deemed unoptimal for

PC3 cells (see Chapter 4.4).

In some cases with HUVECs cultured in G-devices for several days, the medium would be

renewed every 24-48 h. This was carried out by first flushing out cell debris by injecting 20 µL

growth medium until a droplet was visible on top of the outlet, which was wiped away by a

disinfectant wipe. The pipette tip containing the remaining medium (∼15 µL) was then left in

the inlet and an empty pipette tip was placed in the outlet, allowing the medium to be renewed

by gravity-driven flow according to (2.19). Pipette tips were then cut to allow storage in a Petri

dish. It would take approximately two days for the two fluid columns to be of equal height,

which corresponds to a medium exchange of about 70 times the volume of a 400 µm wide

channel.
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3.7 Optical inspection

An optical microscope was used to evaluate microfluidic cell culture and insonation experiments

with MBs. All imaging was conducted with an inverted microscope (Eclipse TS100, Nikon

Corp.) coupled to a Zyla 5.5 sCMOS camera (Andor Technology Ltd.), operated in phase

contrast mode, unless otherwise stated. Imaging was done under air and Nikon Plan Fluor

objectives of 10x and 20x magnification were employed, with NA = 0.13 and 0.3, respectively.

Devices containing cells would be imaged while inside a polystyrene Petri dish. Except for

during insonation experiments that will be described in Chapter 3.8.3, microfluidic devices

were always imaged with the channel bottoms facing the objective.

3.7.1 Fluorescence microscopy staining and imaging

Fluorescence imaging was carried out by coupling the mentioned inverted microscope to a

universal illumination system (pE-4000, CoolLED Ltd.), using the aforementioned objective

of 10x magnification. A 600 µm channel of a G-device was stained with 1 µM calcein AM

(Life Technologies AS) in growth medium at 4 ◦C 1 day post seeding of HUVECs by injecting

∼20 µL. The device was put in an aluminium foil wrapped polystyrene Petri dish and incubated

for 40-60 min before imaging with a 490 nm excitation wavelength. PC3 cells were not stained

with calcein due to all channels being used for subsequent sonoporation experiments where PI

staining was instead carried out, as will be described in Chapter 3.8.2.

3.8 Studying microbubbles in microfluidic devices

Throughout the rest of this thesis, ”MBs” refer to both SonazoidTM as well as ACT bubbles. In

the following sections, all experiments were carried out with M-devices of 59-72 µm height and

400 and 600 µm width. Injection of MBs was done as in Chapter 3.6. All handling of test items
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was conducted at room temperature under non-sterile conditions unless otherwise stated. The

same conditions apply for the experimental set-up that will be described in Chapter 3.8.3.

3.8.1 Preparation of microbubbles

MBs were prepared for two distinct experiments: 1) to study the behaviour of MBs inside

microchannels and 2) to study how they interact with PC3 cells. In the former experiments,

empty M-devices were employed in order to isolate MBs from cells and cell debris for improved

image quality. Each channel was first washed with 37 ◦C water degassed by boiling and PBS

before injecting MBs, allowing channels to be reused. The behaviour of both bubbles was

assessed qualitatively from videomicroscopy as will be described in Chapter 3.8.3. In addition,

the size (diameter) of ACT bubbles was evaluated (see Chapter 3.8.4). Preparation of test items

to evaluate MB behaviour will be described below.

SonazoidTM

For SonazoidTM, an 18G needle was first inserted into the rubber stopper of a vial containing

2.4× 109 freezedried SonazoidTM MBs (GE Healthcare AS) for venting purposes before 2 mL

PBS at 37 ◦C was injected into the vial by a syringe, through another 18G needle. The contents

of the vial were then homogenized by gently flipping the vial 180◦ back and forth, 1-2 times a

second, for approximately 30 s. Afterwards, 10 µL of the solution, in addition to a dilution of

1:3 (bubble solution to 37 ◦C PBS), was carefully injected into each channel.

Acoustic Cluster Therapy (ACT)

The ACT compound (i.e. the ACT cluster dispersion) was provided by Phoenix Solutions AS

and has been used previously by several authors [9, 61, 62, 142, 143]. ACT compound consisted

of the US contrast agent SonazoidTM (GE Healthcare AS) reconstituted with 2 mL microdroplet

dispersion (3 µL/mL) at room temperature to yield ∼1.2× 109 MBs per mL and 0.3-1.1× 109

microdroplets per mL. Preparation of the ACT compound was identical to SonazoidTM MB so-
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lution, except for adding microdroplets rather than PBS to a SonazoidTM vial. Microdroplets

consisted of perfluoromethylcyclopentane stabilized with a distearoylphosphatidylcholine phos-

pholipid membrane, with 3 % (mol/mol) stearlyamine, dispersed in 5 mM TRIS (2-amino-2-

hydroxymethylpropane-1,3-diol) buffer. A dilution of 1:3 in 37 ◦C PBS solution was studied.

3.8.2 Microbubble-cell interactions in microfluidic devices: sonoporation

To prove that the M-devices could be used to study MB-cell interactions, sonoporation

was deemed a suitable parameter to study by considering uptake of PI through porated cell

membranes, as mentioned in Chapter 2.6.1.3. Experiments were carried out 1 day after

seeding in M-devices containing PC3 seeded at 20 million cells per mL, as it was found

that this concentration would yield the most optimal cell layer for PC3 (see Chapter 4.3).

For both SonazoidTM and ACT bubbles, the MB dispersion was prepared and injected as

in Chapter 3.8.1, however under sterile conditions, and diluted 1:3 with PI in PBS solution

(25 µg/mL) at 37 ◦C.

As there were only a few channels with acceptable cell layers, no control experiments were

done and channels had to be used multiple times and cells would be washed with 37 ◦C growth

medium between subsequent injections of bubbles. It was assumed that one experiment would

not be affected by the previous, and a given channel was only used to study one type of MBs.

Videos were recorded for all sonication events as will be described in Chapter 3.8.3. As sono-

poration was expected to be manifested as an increase in fluorescence signal, the microscope

was switched to fluorescence mode whilst recording at certain time points to evaluate sonopora-

tion. The same imaging equipment as in Chapter 3.7.1 was used, with 550 nm excitation wave-

length. For SonazoidTM, fluorescence micrographs were also captured 2 min after insonation

had stopped to determine if the signal changed with time.
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3.8.3 Insonation and imaging set-up

The experimental set-up involved wrapping the device in a nitrile glove to protect the micro-

scope from water before placing directly on the sample stage after injection of the MBs to be

studied. In all cases, the device was placed so that the PDMS slab faced the objective lens

(i.e. upside down with respect to the Mylar R© sheet bottom) and insonation was carried out

from above, through the Mylar R© sheet. To create a water bath for insonation, two plastic

cups lacking their bottoms were sandwiched with plastic foil in between and filled with 37 ◦C

degassed water prepared by boiling, and placed on top of the Mylar R© sheet of the device.

Water was deposited on top of the Mylar R© sheet to ensure that no air was trapped between the

device and the plastic foil. Videomicroscopy was carried out at 15 fps or 25 fps according to the

description in Chapter 3.7 at 10x and 20x magnification, the latter only used for SonazoidTM.

The terms ”image” and ”micrograph” in relation to insonation experiments refer to a single

frame from a video. All experiments were conducted under zero flow conditions to be able to

track individual MBs and obtain acceptable image quality. A schematic of the experimental

set-up is shown in Figure 3.3.

Insonation of SonazoidTM and activation of ACT clusters

Experiments with SonazoidTM as well as activation of ACT clusters were conducted by placing

a clinical broad-bandwidth phased array probe (VscanTM, GE Healthcare AS) in the water bath,

which has been used previously for activation of ACT clusters [61, 62, 143]. The transducer

had fc = 2.5 MHz and nominal MI = 0.8 (PNP of 1.2 MPa). Actual MI, however, was previously

measured by a calibrated hydrophone to be ∼0.4 with a PNP of 0.6 MPa [143]. The frame rate,

i.e. the pulse frequency, was 20 Hz. Duration of insonation was 45 s as previously [1, 61, 62,

143] (but in practise up to 46-48 s).
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Figure 3.3: a) Schematic of the set-up used in insonation experiments where an M-device containing
microbubbles (MBs) is wrapped in a nitrile glove and placed on the microscope sample stage so that the
Mylar R© sheet faces the light source and the inlet and outlet face the objective lens. Two plastic cups
and a piece of plastic foil comprise a water bath for insonation, wherein the transducer can be placed
approximately 3 cm away from the device. b) Photograph of the set-up where the VscanTM transducer
used for activation of ACT clusters and insonation of SonazoidTM is annotated by a blue circle. The
yellow circle denotes the transducer used during low frequency enhancement of ACT bubbles.

Low frequency enhancement of ACT bubbles

The enhancement step was carried out within 1 min after activation had stopped by placing

an immersion transducer (I7-0012-P-SU, Olympus Corp.) in the water bath and sonicating for

2 min. The transducer was excited by a function/arbitrary waveform generator (33522A, Agilent

Technologies) operated at 500 kHz, amplitude of 248.5 mVpp, cycle count of 2 and burst period

of 1 ms, coupled to a radio frequency power amplifier (2100L-1911, Electronic Navigation

Industries) with 50 dB nominal gain and 100 W output power. The MI was later measured to be

0.5 by Petros Tesfamichael Yemane.
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3.8.4 Image analysis

ImageJ (Fiji) [144] and Microsoft Excel were used in image analysis, the latter for data

processing. ACT bubble diameter was evaluated by using the ”Analyze particles” tool in

ImageJ after applying appropriate threshold values for optimal contrast, which had to be done

differently for all images due to varying image quality. The tool identifies ACT bubbles as

circular particles, based on appropriate size and circularity constraints, and returns the planar

circular area of each ACT bubble. As a lower cut-off, particles below 4.37 µm were ignored,

consistent with ACT bubbles having a size of 6 µm after <100 ms [61]. In cases where the

image quality was insufficient with respect to particle detection, bubble outlines were adjusted

manually for higher accuracy. ACT bubble diameter was measured 1, 30, 40 and 45 s after

onset of activation (which lasted for a total of 45-48 s). In addition, ACT bubbles were studied

5 min after enhancement subsided to evaluate any change in bubble size and number of bubbles.

To evaluate fluorescence intensity in sonoporation experiments, the image type was first

converted to 8-bit (greyscale), and the ”Histogram” function in ImageJ was used to count

the number of pixels of each pixel intensity (i.e. grayscale value). To compare fluorescence

intensity, images with equal fluorescence spots, i.e. cells, in focus were selected and the

brightness and contrast were adjusted identically, and in each case the mean intensity of two

frames was taken. Degree of fluorescence was defined as the number of pixels in a given area

with value greater than the highest intensity value in the background, where no fluorescence

was visible by eye.

For SonazoidTM, sonoporation was assessed as the presence of sonoporated cells, giving off

distinct fluorescence spots in the micrographs, relative to the total number of PC3 cells in the

field of view. If the number of sonoporated cells could not be determined, it was attempted to

evaluate the change in fluorescence intensity instead.

For ACT bubbles, presence of sonoporated cells after activation was assessed qualitatively by

creating overlap images of phase contrast and fluorescence micrographs, respectively. It was
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in general difficult to relate fluorescence signals to certain individual cells due to unoptimal

video quality and substantial fluorescence signals from non-viable cells present from before ac-

tivation, that in most cases could not be isolated or discriminated from signals appearing during

activation or low frequency enhancement. Moreover, whether additional cells were sonoporated

during enhancement was inconclusive and assumed to be negligible, as it was expected that any

sonoporated cells would already be proximal to ACT bubbles following activation. Sonopo-

ration during enhancement was therefore evaluated by considering the change in fluorescence

signal, by evaluating the total number of fluorescence pixels in a selected area. It was not feasi-

ble to only consider the fluorescence signals in the proximity of ACT bubbles with the available

data. To account for the background of non-viable cells present from before insonation experi-

ments, as well as any possible additional uptake of PI not resulting from interactions with ACT

bubbles, a relative change in intensity was found for each micrograph. This was, whenever

possible, done by considering the fluorescence intensity in an area with non-viable cells located

at least a bubble diameter away from the closest ACT bubble. The change in this background

intensity was then subtracted from the overall change in intensity. It is emphasized that the

analysis is rather semi-quantitative due to all sources of error associated with the poor video

quality.
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Chapter 4

Results

4.1 Photolithography optimization and silicon molds

Among the characterization techniques, optical inspection was crucial in order to determine

optimal exposure parameters in photolithography, and WLI measurements of final molds

enabled evaluation of the reproducibility of feature heights. Optical inspection of structures

following dose and defocus tests did not yield a correlation between dose and defocus, and

subsequent appearance of structures. Different combinations of dose and defocus values

appeared to give very similar results, and several combinations of parameters on a single test

wafer yielded structures of acceptable appearance. An example of a typically under-exposed

and hence unacceptable structure is shown in Figure 4.1a for 73-77 µm thick mr-DWL 40

exposed at 1000 mJ/cm2 with a defocus value of 7. The unevenness and features on the resist

surface could only be qualitatively evaluated. Note that this structure is designed differently

from the microfluidic channels, for practical reasons. On the other hand, the appearance of

structures upon more suitable exposure parameters can be seen in Figure 4.1b-c. Figure 4.1b

shows a sample from the same dose and defocus test (i.e. same resist-coated wafer) as in

Figure 4.1a with the same dose, however a defocus value of 3. Like the structure in Figure 4.1a,

there is some unquantifiable unevenness on the surface. An equivalent result was obtained with

1100 mJ/cm2 dose and defocus value of 1. However, lower defocus value did not necessarily

produce better results for all doses in the different tests. Figure 4.1c shows a 400 µm wide
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channel on a microfluidic mold (i.e. mr-DWL 100 processed according to Chapter 3.3) where

the transition from inlet/outlet is depicted. Compared to Figure 4.1b, surface unevenness is less

pronounced, which was a general observation for mr-DWL 100 versus mr-DWL 40.

For all structures including silicon molds, optical inspection indicated that features were not

perfectly vertical due to the presence of ”skirts”, visible in Figure 4.1a-c as shadowy features

around the outlines of the structures. Initially, it was believed that these features were due to

underdeveloped resist protruding at the base of the structures. Skirts were however observed

throughout the whole optimization process, despite using different microscope objectives and

varying exposure parameters, resist thickness and even prolonging the development time in the

attempt of eliminating them. Efforts were made to characterize the skirts with WLI and SEM

by evaluating feature profiles. 3D views of the molds in WLI measurements yielded vertical

profiles based on automatic extrapolation in the software. SEM micrographs of the dose and

defocus test sample shown in Figure 4.1a-b are given in Figure 4.1d-e, though not necessarily

depicting the same structures as in Figure 4.1a-b. The structures in Figure 4.1d-e were exposed

at 1000 or 1100 mJ/cm2 and unknown defocus value. From the SEM micrographs, it can

be seen that structures have an undercut rather than a pronounced protrusion at their base.

Unfortunately, successful SEM imaging could only be done for this particular sample due

to problems with charging of the structures in all other attempts. Nevertheless, based on

these micrographs, it was concluded that the profiles were acceptable for microfluidic device

fabrication, hence no more efforts were made at eliminating the skirts.
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Figure 4.1: Characterization of resulting structures from optimization of photolithography process.
a) Yellow light micrograph (epi-brightfield) captured at 5x magnification of 73-77 µm thick mr-DWL 40
exposed at 1000 mJ/cm2 with a defocus value of 7. The same is shown in b at 10x magnification, for the
same dose, but defocus of 3. Blue arrow denotes structure outline while red arrow indicates unevenness
present on the resist surface. c) Yellow light micrograph (epi-brightfield) captured at 5x magnification
of a 400 µm channel mold feature used for fabrication of microfluidic devices, depicting the area where
an inlet/outlet transitions into the microchannel shown at the bottom. d) Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) micrograph of the profile of a ∼75 µm tall mr-DWL 40 structure. Micrograph captured at 500x
magnification, 15 kV acceleration voltage, 73.3 µA emission current and 11.6 mm working distance. e)
SEM micrograph of the profile of a ∼75 µm tall mr-DWL 40 structure. Micrograph captured at 500x
magnification, 15 kV acceleration voltage, 75 µA emission current and 12 mm working distance. Dust
particle is visible in the cross section.
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The initial WLI measurements of a mold produced according to the developed protocol during

the optimization process indicated height variations of∼1 %, which justified the protocol. How-

ever, subsequent measurements throughout the project revealed that silicon molds had varying

feature height depending on the time when they were produced, as more recent molds yielded

higher and less uniform values. The heights of a selection of molds are given in Table 4.1,

showing the (apparent) minimum and maximum values based on the minimum and maximum

found in three 3.5 mm× 2.6 mm measurement areas for each channel. None of the channels

used in microfluidic device fabrication had height variations of >8 % in a single channel. WLI

measurements of the most recent mold are given in Figure 4.2, showing the measurement area

of a 200 µm wide channel inlet/outlet in Figure 4.2a. The corresponding measurement window

showing the height difference and distance with respect to the cursors seen in Figure 4.2a is

given in Figure 4.2b. 3D views of the inlet/outlet of all three channel geometries are depicted

in c-e. This mold was not used to produce microfluidic devices.

Table 4.1: Silicon mold feature height measured with white light interferometry as a function of time
of fabrication from time equal to zero. More than one mold may have been fabricated at a given time,
hence a given height range does not necessarily apply for a single mold.

Time of fabrication Feature height
0 53-56 µm

>1 month 59-61 µm
>2 months 67-72 µm
>3 months 69-82 µm
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Figure 4.2: Results from white light interferometry characterization of a single silicon mold containing
the inverse pattern of 3 microfluidic channels. a) The measurement area of a 200 µm wide channel. b)
Reading of the height difference (∆Z) and distance (∆X) between the (upper) red and green cursor in a.
3D images of said channel as well as channels of 400 µm and 600 µm width on the same mold are given
in c, d and e, respectively. Data was obtained using the 2.5x objective and 0.55x camera zoom.
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4.2 Microbubble behaviour in microfluidic devices

In the following sections, experiments in channels of 400 and 600 µm width proved that both

dimensions were equally suitable, with no observable differences.

4.2.1 Insonation of SonazoidTM

Micrographs depicting the insonation of SonazoidTM MBs diluted with PBS (0.3× 109 MBs

per mL) in a 600 µm wide channel are given in Figure 4.3, representative for n = 4. As evident

in Figure 4.3b, all SonazoidTM MBs disappear rapidly (<1 s) after insonation onset in the 1:3

dilution.

Figure 4.3: Phase contrast micrographs at 10x magnification of insonation of SonazoidTM diluted with
phosphate buffered saline (1:3 dilution) in a 600 µm channel, showing the situation after injection and
before insonation in a and <1 s after insonation onset in b. The bright spots visible in b are due to dust
particles and/or debris from the channel material.

For higher MB concentrations as in the undiluted case (1.2× 109 MBs per mL), MB aggrega-

tion was observed both before as well as during insonation as seen in Figure 4.4 for a 600 µm

wide channel. Aggregation progressed throughout insonation, forming fewer and larger aggre-

gates, and it is likely that the smallest aggregates disappeared as in the diluted case. Notably,
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the morphology of the aggregates does not resemble gas bubbles, hence the term aggregation

is used over coalescence. The aggregation was observed in all experiments (n = 4). For the

SonazoidTM in Figure 4.4, aggregation continued until stable aggregates were reached as seen

in Figure 4.4d. These two aggregates remained stationary throughout the rest of the insonation

period as well as immediately after, but their lifetime was not studied. The presence of aggre-

gates that remained stable throughout the whole insonation was observed in 2/4 cases.

Figure 4.4: Phase contrast micrographs at 20x magnification of insonation of undiluted SonazoidTM

solution in a 600 µm channel, showing the situation after injection (a), <0.5 s after onset of insonation
(b), 4 s after onset (c) and 18 s after onset (d). Arrows indicate aggregates.

4.2.2 ACT bubble behaviour and size during activation

Micrographs of ACT bubbles in a 400 µm wide channel during activation are shown in Fig-

ure 4.5, depicting the situation 1, 10, 30, 40 and 45 s after onset of activation. Visible coa-

lescence between ACT bubbles was generally low (<8 % of the bubbles), but did happen as

shown in Figure 4.5g-h. Bubble movement and collapse were not observed, and cavitation was

as expected not observable due to the low frame rate. White spots that are not ACT bubbles are

visible in Figure 4.5g-h.
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Figure 4.5: Phase contrast micrographs at 10x magnification showing the activation of Acoustic Cluster
Therapy (ACT) clusters to generate ACT bubbles inside a 400 µm channel. a) The situation after injec-
tion, before onset of insonation. b) 1 s after onset. c) 10 s after onset. d) 30 s after onset. e) 40 s after
onset. f) After insonation stopped, i.e. after 45 s from onset. g-h) Coalescence of ACT bubbles taking
place during the first 30 s of insonation. Note that g shows an earlier time point than c in order to better
visualize the coalescence, the same bubbles are depicted. Blurred features visible on the outside of the
channels are due to gas bubbles trapped between the plastic foil and device surface, and/or dust particles.

The size distribution of ACT bubbles at the given time points is given in Figure 4.6. The

analysis attempted to ignore the few (<8 %) bubbles that had visibly coalesced with other

bubbles due to perceived lack of in vivo relevance (see Chapter 5.2.1), resulting in artificially

large ACT bubbles. In Figure 4.6a, the distribution is given with respect to all remaining

bubbles, while in Figure 4.6b, outliers have been removed. An outlier was defined as any
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bubble above 50 µm in diameter after 10 s of activation (<1 %), above 55 µm after 30 s (6 %)

and above 60 µm after 40 and 45 s (6 and 9 %, respectively). These thresholds were chosen

to remove a few individual ACT bubbles that were unexpectedly large (compared to mean

diameter) at a given time point. ACT bubbles with diameters above the channel height can be

assumed to be in contact with both the bottom and ceiling of the channel, and are thus most

likely immobilized. The analysis does not take into account that additional ACT clusters may

be activated into ACT bubbles throughout the initial 15 s of insonation, or complete dissolution

of ACT bubbles (observed for 2-4 bubbles in the 10 µm size range). As these bubbles were not

ignored or discriminated, the total number of bubbles varies across the different time points

(81-102). Analysis was based on data from n = 4 individual experiments.

The mean diameter at the given time points, both including and excluding the outliers, is de-

picted in Figure 4.6c. Maximum deviation from the respective median diameter is 4 %. The

evolution of the size distributions with insonation time show that the fraction of large bubbles,

especially bubbles >50 µm, as well as small bubbles <20 µm, both increase during the last 15 s

of insonation. This indicates that larger bubbles grow at the expense of smaller bubbles (Ost-

wald ripening). It was observed that this trend continued after activation stopped with some of

the smallest ACT bubbles dissolving completely or coalescing with other bubbles, which can

also be seen in Figure 4.6a for the size distribution. Moreover, the growth of large ACT bubbles

after insonation can also be seen qualitatively by comparing Figure 4.5f and Figure 4.7a, which

shows the same channel between activation stopped and enhancement started. As evident from

Figure 4.6c, the mean bubble diameter appears to grow rapidly during the first 10 s of insonation

with a rate of >12 µm per 10 s, before it starts to stabilize after 30 s. At this time, about two

thirds of the ACT bubbles have a diameter below 40 µm. However, between activation stopped

and enhancement started, the mean diameter continued to grow, reaching 44.9± 22.1 µm when

not correcting for outliers (based on a total of 58 ACT bubbles, n = 3 due to loss of data in one

experiment), and 41.5± 18.7 µm when removing outliers above 80 µm (7 %). Size distribution

of the former group (including outliers) is given in Figure 4.6a as ”∼100 s”. The size distri-

bution when correcting for outliers is not shown as the outlier threshold is significantly higher

than the 50 µm threshold of the largest ACT bubbles’ group.
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Figure 4.6: See next page for caption.
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Figure 4.6: Size distribution and mean diameter of Acoustic Cluster Therapy (ACT) bubbles observed in

400 and 600 µm wide channels, as function of time from onset of insonation, n = 4 (n = 3 for the last group

in a). a) Size distribution of ACT bubbles excluding <8 % of the bubbles that had visibly coalesced. The

dashed line denotes that insonation was stopped after ∼45 s. b) An adjusted size distribution ignoring

ACT bubbles of size >50 µm after 10 s, >55 µm after 30 s and >60 µm after 40 and 45 s. c) Evolution of

mean diameter during insonation, the adjusted mean diameter according to b.

4.2.3 Behaviour of ACT bubbles during low frequency enhancement step

During the 2 min enhancement step at 500 kHz, coalescence and/or Ostwald ripening, and

changes in ACT bubble size could be observed as depicted in Figure 4.7, which shows the

same channel and ACT bubbles as Figure 4.5. Again, no collapse or bubble movement were

observed. By comparing the exact same ACT bubbles before and after enhancement (a total of

47 ACT bubbles, n = 3), i.e. neglecting coalescing MBs, changes in size could be studied as

shown in the size distributions in Figure 4.7e. Ostwald ripening was visible as large bubbles

(>70 µm) grew considerably, while smaller bubbles (<40 µm) shrinked or dissolved. In fact, in

all cases (n = 3), the three largest bubbles increased in size during enhancement. Furthermore,

in all cases, the total number of ACT bubbles decreased (−18 %) during enhancement due

to observed coalescence or dissolution. However, coalescence, growth and dissolving ACT

bubbles were also seen in experiments where ACT bubbles were left for observation after

activation without the enhancement step (n = 3). The same could be observed even 5 min after

the enhancement step (n = 3), as can be seen by comparison of Figure 4.7c and d. Hence, it is

unlikely that these phenomena were due to the enhancement step itself.

5 min after enhancement had stopped, bubbles of 100-200 µm diameter were visible. In one

case (Figure 4.7c), ACT bubbles below 25 µm could still be observed, comprising 17 % of the

bubbles. However in the other two cases, the smallest diameter 5 min after insonation was

∼50 µm. By comparing Figure 4.7c-d, one can see that especially the large ACT bubbles are

retained after insonation.
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Figure 4.7: a-d) Phase contrast micrographs at 10x magnification showing the 500 KHz enhancement
of Acoustic Cluster Therapy (ACT) bubbles in a 400 µm wide channel, which lasted for 2 min. a) The
situation before enhancement, i.e. after activation. b) The situation after 30 s from onset of insonation.
Bubble coalescence is visible. c) The situation a short time after insonation has stopped. d) 5 min after
insonation has stopped with visible coalescence. Blurred features visible on the outside of the channels
are due to gas bubbles trapped between the plastic foil and device surface, and/or dust particles. e) Size
distribution of ACT bubbles before and after enhancement, n = 3.
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4.3 Microfluidic cell culture

For practical reasons throughout the project, optimization of cell seeding resulting in acceptable

cell layers of HUVECs and PC3 cells was only achieved for either of the devices. HUVEC

culture was carried out in G-devices and PC3 in M-devices. Evaluation of the cell layer could

only be done for the bottom surface of the channels with the microscopy tools in this project,

however, cells were expected to attach to the additional surfaces. Presence of cells attached to

the ceiling could be confirmed by adjusting the focus.

4.3.1 Confluent monolayers of HUVEC in G-devices

Figure 4.8 shows micrographs of HUVECs in G-devices up to 6 days after seeding. As evident,

the cells can be observed to attach to the channel bottom surface after just 2 h post seeding,

yielding a confluent cell layer in the 600 µm wide channel shown in Figure 4.8a where cell

morphology resembles the typical ”cobblestone”. This morphology is a typical sign of differ-

entiated HUVECs and a confluent endothelial monolayer [127], resembling endothelial linings

in vivo [145]. Cell layers of high confluence and healthy morphology could also be observed

in 400 µm wide channels, but as can be seen in Figure 4.8b, cell densities were quite low in the

case of 200 µm channels. Liquid injection into 200 µm channels was also observed to be more

difficult, hence channels of this dimension were deemed unsuitable for subsequent experiments

with insonation. Staining with calcein in another 600 µm wide channel shows viable cells 1 day

after seeding, as shown in Figure 4.8c where cells can be observed to also attach to the channel

side walls. Moreover, 6 days after seeding, viable cells could still be observed in phase con-

trast microscopy (Figure 4.8d), although viability was not confirmed by fluorescence staining.

These HUVECs have a more elongated morphology and appear larger than in Figure 4.8b due

to a lower cell density, i.e. more space per cell.
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Figure 4.8: Phase contrast and fluorescence micrographs at 10x magnification of Human Umbilical Vein
Endothelial Cells (HUVECs) cultured in microfluidic devices with glass bottoms (G-devices) with cells
on channel bottom in focus. a) 2 h post seeding in a 600 µm wide channel. b) 2 h post seeding in a
200 µm wide channel. Features visible on the outside of the channel are dust particles. c) Fluorescence
micrograph of a 600 µm channel after staining with viability marker calcein, 1 day post seeding. Yellow
arrows indicate viable HUVECs attached to the channel side walls. d) 6 days post seeding in a 600 µm,
cell morphology indicating viable cells.

4.3.2 Relatively confluent monolayers of PC3 in M-devices

Seeding PC3 cells in channels of 400 and 600 µm width at 20 million cells per mL, after coating

with 10 µg/mL fibronectin, was deemed most optimal, as shown in Figure 4.9. PC3 cells were

observed to attach to the channel surface after incubating devices overnight, but to much lower

degree in 200 µm channels, in consistency with the results of HUVECs in G-devices. The longer

waiting time before cell attachment compared to HUVEC was consistent with observations of

when PC3 cells attached in T75 flasks. As visible in Figure 4.9a, areas of confluent cell layers

on the channel bottom could be observed especially near the channel inlet/outlet, but the cell

density was in general lower in the channel itself, as seen in Figure 4.9b. As with HUVEC,

the more elongated morphology in Figure 4.9b is directly attributed to the lower cell densities.

Nevertheless, cell layers such as the one seen in Figure 4.9b were considered adequate for

subsequent experiments with insonation. Note that the channel shown in Figure 4.9 has not
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been flushed with any liquids, including MBs, post seeding.

Figure 4.9: Phase contrast micrographs at 10x magnification of PC3 cells seeded in a 400 µm wide
channel with Mylar R© sheet bottom (M-device) after incubation overnight, cells on channel bottom in
focus. a) Area around inlet/outlet where cell density is high. b) Main channel area of same channel in a,
showing lower cell concentration and elongated morphology.

For cells seeded at a lower concentration (∼10 million per mL), low density of attached cells

was observed the day after seeding, as shown in Figure 4.10. Moreover, significant amounts

of the PC3 cells had rounded morphologies suggesting non- or poorly attached cells. While

the fibronectin concentration for coating in Figure 4.10a was 5 µg/mL, it was 10 µg/mL in Fig-

ure 4.10b. Note that the channel in Figure 4.10a has been flushed with growth medium, hence

fewer cells are visible than in Figure 4.10b.
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Figure 4.10: Phase contrast micrographs at 10x magnification of PC3 cells day after seeding under
unoptimal conditions. The cell concentration is ∼10 million per mL in both cases. a) 400 µm wide
channel. b) 600 µm wide channel, cells seeded at higher fibronectin concentration than in a.

4.4 Sonoporation of PC3 cells in microfluidic devices

4.4.1 Sonoporation by SonazoidTM

Enhanced PI uptake by PC3 cells in M-devices following insonation of SonazoidTM was not

substantial and could not be observed in every experiment (n = 5). In Figure 4.11a, the exact

same cells giving off the fluorescence signal were observed both before and after insonation

was carried out, i.e. insonation did not result in any additional cells taking up PI. On the other

hand, Figure 4.11b shows a different experiment where visible uptake of PI during insonation

can be observed for a single cell, i.e. sonoporation. Individual cells (roughly 1-3 % of the cells

within the field of view) becoming sonoporated were observed in two experiments. Changes

in fluorescence intensity were inconclusive due to the low signal-to-noise ratio. Increase of

fluorescence intensity during the 2-minute waiting time after insonation was deemed to be

negligible although the change in intensity could not be measured accurately.
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Figure 4.11: Overlay of phase contrast and fluorescence micrographs at 10x magnification from two
distinct experiments with different outcome. No sonoporation by SonazoidTM occurred in a as the same
fluorescence spots were visible both before and after insonation, but sonoporation by SonazoidTM of a
single cell can be seen in b.

Notably, the cell concentrations seen in Figure 4.11 are relatively low compared to Figure 4.9

before injecting MBs, and very few of the cells have the typical spread morphology of attached

PC3 cells seen in Figure 4.9. Cell layers appearing different after injection of MBs were ob-

served with ACT bubbles as well, and are attributed to the fact that high concentrations of

unattached cells located especially in the inlet and outlet areas were flushed into the channel

upon injection. Removal of unattached cells prior to adding MBs was attempted by injecting

medium, but required further optimization and was thus not carried out in most cases. To some

degree, cell detachment was observed as a consequence of liquid injection for both MBs.

4.4.2 Sonoporation by ACT bubbles

Sonoporation during activation of ACT clusters was observed as new fluorescence signals

in the proximity to ACT bubbles appeared following insonation. Figure 4.12 shows phase

contrast and fluorescence micrograph overlays as well as separate fluorescence micrographs

before insonation, after activation, as well as after enhancement. As seen in Figure 4.12b and

g, new fluorescence spots related to activated ACT bubbles were visible only after activation

and not before (Figure 4.12a and f). In Figure 4.12b, the ACT bubble is ∼33 µm, while

in Figure 4.12c after enhancement, it is ∼25 µm, indicating a plausible shrinkage. It was

not possible to deduce from phase contrast micrographs if an ACT bubble was positioned

above or below a cell due to excess light scattering by the bubble. Despite this, in all regions

where the fluorescence signal overlaps with an ACT bubble, the bubble is most likely sit-
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uated below the cell due to cells being attached to the channel ”ceiling” in the insonation set-up.

Before ACT clusters were activated, there was considerable fluorescence from already non-

viable PC3 cells, and tracking of individual cells could not be done accurately. In fact, in

several cases, ACT bubbles appeared in areas with substantial background fluorescence. Hence,

sonoporation of individual cells caused by individual ACT bubbles could only be observed

for one or a few single ACT bubbles in three individual experiments. The total fluorescence

intensity before and after activation was not evaluated as the interaction between ACT bubbles

and already non-viable cells was considered uninteresting.

During enhancement, the fluorescence intensity increased for all channels that were studied

(n = 4). The increase can also be seen qualitatively by comparing Figure 4.12b to c. The

mismatch between Figure 4.12b-c may be due to a different focus showing unresolved spot(s)

in Figure 4.12c, however the spot(s) remained unresolved even when adjusting the focus. In

contrast to experiments with ACT bubbles in empty channels, movement by ACT bubbles in

channels with PC3 cells due to the low frequency insonation was clearly visible, resulting in

bubbles making physical contact as evident in Figure 4.12e and Figure 4.13. No ACT bub-

bles with diameters above the channel height moved during enhancement. Increase of fluo-

rescence in the semi-quantitative analysis, correcting for possible changes in the background,

was 8.1± 2.8 % after 1 min of enhancement and 14.7 % (minimum 8.1 %, maximum 18.3 %)

after 2 min of enhancement (Figure 4.12i). There was no indication that fluorescence intensity

increased or decreased for channels that were used multiple times.
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Figure 4.12: a-h) Phase contrast and fluorescence micrograph overlays at 10x magnification depicting
sonoporation during activation and enhancement of Acoustic Cluster Therapy (ACT) bubbles. See next
page for detailed captions.
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Figure 4.12: a) Situation after co-injecting ACT clusters and propidium iodide (PI), before activation in
a 400 µm channel. Non-viable cells are already present. b) Situation after activation, showing cells in
the inserts of a getting sonoporated by two ACT bubbles of 33 and 57 µm. Magnification of the 57 µm-
bubble is shown in d. c) Situation after 2 min enhancement, where ACT bubbles have translated, as
magnified in e. The 57 µm bubble from d is in contact with a 48 µm bubble that was initially outside of
the field of view, 120 µm away. f) Fluorescence micrograph of a 600 µm channel, before activation. g)
Fluorescence micrograph of the situation in f after activation of ACT bubbles, new PI spots are indicated
by green circles. Only one of these spots is in close proximity to or overlaps with an ACT bubble.
h) Fluorescence micrograph after 2 min of enhancement, showing no new spots from g, however, the
intensity has changed and the cells have been displaced. i) Semi-quantitative evaluation of the change in
fluorescence intensity after 1 and 2 min of low frequency enhancement of ACT bubbles, compared to the
situation before onset of the enhancement step. Error bars indicate maximum and minimum.

It is likely that significant amounts of PC3 cells in the field of view were in suspension rather

than attached to the channel surface, as in the case of Figure 4.13 where cell displacement due

to moving ACT bubbles was observed as insonation started. Displacement was mostly observed

to be due to cells being pushed or dragged by ACT bubbles.

Figure 4.13: Micrographs at 10x magnification showing Acoustic Cluster Therapy (ACT) bubbles in a
600 µm microchannel with PC3 cells, the situation before enhancement step started in a and the situation
at the onset of insonation in b. The particular channel was not used to evaluate fluorescence intensity
as the bubble movement caused vigorous movement of cells (as visible by comparing a and b) and
contained strong background fluorescence.)
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Chapter 5

Discussion

5.1 Microfluidic device fabrication and cell culture

The results from the microfluidic cell cultures showed that the protocols developed through

this project were successful in producing microfluidic devices that supported cell culture of

both HUVEC and PC3 cells, in addition to fulfilling the requirements of optical and acoustic

transparency. Liquids could be easily injected into the microchannels using a micropipette with

hardly any air bubbles getting trapped inside the channels, which was a problem discussed in

the pre-master project [1]. Undoubtedly, the positive results are due to the new microfluidic

channel design (with respect to the previously reported one [1]) with especially the lack

of branches and increased channel height. Both G- and M-devices appear suitable for cell

culture. The latter was deemed necessary for compatibility with the present insonation set-up

to eliminate US reflection by glass, and ensure proximity between PC3 cells and floating MBs.

Unfortunately, ”endothelialized” microchannels were only achieved in G-devices as there was

not enough time or materials to carry out HUVEC culture in M-devices during the course of

the project. Culture of HUVEC in M-devices is however considered highly feasible based on

the results in this thesis along with evaluation of HUVEC viability on fibronectin coated PDMS

surfaces from the pre-master project [1].
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5.1.1 Silicon mold fabrication

In this project, a protocol to fabricate silicon molds with acceptable structures of ∼60-70 µm

height was developed based on optimization of the various photolithography steps. The imper-

fections presented in Chapter 4.1 are considered negligible (e.g. height variations of <8 % in

a single channel) for microfluidic devices in their present application. The observed batch-to-

batch variation in mold feature height, with an overall trend of increasing resist thickness with

time, can be explained by likely varying photoresist properties. All the resist that was used for

mold fabrication was stored in a single bottle, i.e. the amount of resist present in the bottle was

decreasing after each use. Hence, the significance of solvent evaporation would increase each

time the bottle was opened. Consequently, it is believed that the resist viscosity increased with

time. This would explain its changing (flow) behaviour, resulting in a less homogeneous coating

as well as an increased thickness. The changing behaviour of the resist may be characterized

to develop a more robust protocol in the future if a specific mold feature height is desired. On

the other hand, the channel profile could not be accurately characterized but was presumed to

not be entirely vertical as already drawn forward in Chapter 4.1. The undercuts visible in the

SEM micrographs (Figure 4.1d-e) suggest that the observed ’skirts’ in optical microscopy, i.e.

protruding resist at the base of the structures, were in fact image artifacts. As the imperfection

appeared the same for all samples inspected with optical microscopy, and as WLI produced

the same 3D profiles, the profiles observed in the presented SEM micrographs were deemed

somewhat representative. However, reproducibility of the profiles could not be verified. The

imperfection is most likely due to an uneven exposure dose across the thickness of the resist

during UV radiation, and this irregularity should be reproducible if the dose and defocus values

are both kept constant. Possibly, these undesirabilities, especially the inhomogeneous height

within a single channel, could have implications on liquid flow behaviour and distribution of

cells during seeding. However, as already stated, the imperfections could not be associated with

anything of concern in this work.
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5.1.2 PC3 vs HUVEC: implications of using a cancer cell line

At the proof-of-concept stage, successful application of microfluidic devices seeded with PC3

cells in sonoporation experiments is considered highly translatable to the case of endothelial

cells as the interactions with MBs are by far mostly mechanical. Being a different cell type, the

relevance of using a cancer cell line such as PC3 in a vascular model is naturally questionable.

Undoubtedly, the in vivo relevance is weakened as the cellular responses to external factors

will be different from endothelial cells. The viability of the different cell lines in microfluidic

devices is another topic worth discussing. By nature, the cancer cell line has faster proliferation

rate than HUVEC and is likely more robust with regards to detrimental culture conditions.

One may be tempted to presume that PC3 would have a higher viability than HUVEC during

microfluidic culture. However, none of the results support this hypothesis; HUVECs were

observed to attach substantially to channel surfaces after a much shorter time compared to PC3

cells, with the ability to yield higher confluence at a lower cell concentration during seeding

compared to PC3, and with unattached and/or non-viable cells easily removable. Moreover,

HUVECs had an indicative viability in G-devices up to 6 days post seeding where medium

renewal in devices was carried out by gravity driven flow. Nevertheless, long-time cell viability

in microfluidic channels is irrelevant if the vascular model is to be used in experiments with

insonation and MBs a short time after seeding.

Although PC3 cell layers appeared acceptable following incubation overnight after seeding,

significant numbers of unattached or non-viable cells were present in suspension after MB in-

jection. This is highly problematic due to interference with video quality and quantification of

fluorescence. Moreover, for a vascular model, it is desired to study MBs’ effect on a layer of

adhered cells rather than cells in suspension. In the case of HUVEC, however, most unattached

cells were easily flushed out of the device without disturbing the cell layer, in contrast to PC3

cells, suggesting HUVECs are more firmly attached to the bottom surface in M-devices. For

PC3 cells, collagen I has been reported to be a more suitable protein to promote strong adhesion

and spread morphology [146]. The lower cell concentration upon seeding of HUVEC compared

to PC3 is also likely an important factor. In other words, the problems experienced with PC3

cells will not necessarily be an issue in future endothelial cell cultures in M-devices. Neverthe-
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less, liquid injection that neither produces air bubbles within the channels nor disturbs the cell

layer must be ensured.

5.1.3 Microfluidic design and cell seeding method

Comparison of the established microfluidic designs and cell seeding method with respect to

similar reports from literature is of interest to evaluate their future potential. As justified earlier

in Chapter 3.3, a microfluidic design comprising a single, straight channel was desired in this

project to aid cell seeding, and dimensions were chosen to facilitate liquid injection. In the

future, down-scaling of the channels may be desirable in order to mimic small diameter vessels

in vivo (as was the goal in the pre-master specialization project [1]) and simulate capillary

occlusion by ACT bubbles in the 20-30 µm range. Single microchannels for endothelial cell

culture have been reported before as presented in Chapter 2.4.3, however, these channels have

quite different cross section dimensions than the channels in this project. In the device by Esch

et al., HUVECs seeded at 5× 105 cm−2 were visibly packed closely together in channels of

just 50 µm× 50 µm cross section [98], i.e. dimensions closer to (large) capillaries in vivo, and

cells attached to the whole channel surface. The authors used a syringe pump operating at con-

stant flow rate to ”draw” the cells into the device, after seeding into the inlet with a micropipette.

Although a vast number of reports on cell culture in rectangular PDMS channels exist, the

literature on (endothelial) cell culture in microchannels of similar or smaller dimensions is

scarce, as indicated in Chapter 2.4.3 with half of the devices presented in Figure 2.2 having

widths of millimeter scale. From the experiences in this project, establishing monolayers of

both PC3 cells and HUVECs of acceptable density is difficult in the smallest 200 µm wide

channels, which is still four times wider than the channels by Esch et al. A sufficient density

upon seeding is crucial not only for subsequent insonation experiments, but also also for

physiological exchange of chemical cues such as growth factors between cells necessary for

cell growth and viability. Perhaps the use of a syringe pump is in fact essential for adminis-

tering both cells and growth medium in microfluidic channels of smaller dimensions [97, 99],

although operating such a pump for this purpose can be difficult according to experiences from
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the pre-master specialization project. Cell loading by other measures, such as by gravity driven

flow, have also been conducted in channels of 100 µm× 100 µm cross section [84]. Hence,

any future re-design of the microfluidic device involving down-scaled dimensions may require

investigation and optimization of new liquid handling methods.

While the endothelium covers the whole 3D internal surface of blood vessels in vivo, the pres-

ence of acceptable HUVEC and PC3 layers could only be confirmed on the channel bottom

surface with the microscope tools used in this project. In the case of a planar cell monolayer,

not only is the in vivo relevance compromised, but the probability of MBs located in the prox-

imity of cells is reduced. To solve the latter issue, Mylar R© sheets were employed as channel

bottoms to be able to get a situation were floating MBs could make contact with a cell layer

present above the MBs. It is unlikely that sonoporation would be detectable for cells located

below MBs unless for ACT bubbles extending the whole height of the channel, as MB sed-

imentation is unlikely. In the future, efforts could be made to achieve and characterize ’3D’

cell monolayers for a more physiologically relevant model. HUVEC monolayers on the whole

surface of a rectangular channel was achieved in the devices by Zheng et al. [87] and Esch et

al. [98]. Presumably, although not mentioned by the authors, the 3D attachment can be facili-

tated by flipping the device while cells are still in suspension, or loading cells in several steps

before flipping, but this will require further investigation and optimization. It is also possible

that the cell concentration and type or concentration of ECM proteins play additional roles. On

a further note, other approaches to engineering 3D in vitro microvessels exist, including cell

seeding in semi-circular [98] or circular microchannels [147], or inducing endothelial sprouting

in ECM by adding vasculogenic factors [87] or co-culture with stromal cells that release pro-

angiogenic factors [87, 90]. Such sophisticated 3D models would indeed provide higher in vivo

relevance than our current set-up, with the potential of visualizing actual drug release and tissue

penetration following MBs delivered at physiological flow rates [115]. These approaches will

however require new materials and methods, including other microscopy tools such as confocal

microscopy to visualize 3D cell culture.
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5.2 Studying microbubble behaviour in microfluidic devices

As with the devices prepared during the pre-master specialization project, the M-devices that

were produced during this master project allowed real-time visualization of ACT bubbles in

vitro. Importantly, M-devices have a different substrate than the devices fabricated during the

pre-master specialization project, and a different ACT cluster concentration before insonation

due to dilution with PBS. A significantly higher data amount has been obtained to determine

size of ACT bubbles. Furthermore, the behaviour of SonazoidTM during 2.5 MHz insonation

was studied, as well as ACT bubble behaviour during low frequency enhancement, two

processes which were not studied previously.

The effect of channel reuse on MB behaviour experiments is presumed negligible due to thor-

ough washing between subsequent experiments that would remove remaining MBs and ACT

clusters.

5.2.1 Comparison of SonazoidTM and ACT bubbles during 2.5 MHz in-

sonation

The behaviour of ACT bubbles and SonazoidTM in an acoustic field is very different as the

results in Chapter 4.2 show. Whether the disappearance of SonazoidTM in the diluted case was

due to collapse or dissolution could not be determined from videomicroscopy. However, the

bubble disappearance can be related to the fact that SonazoidTM has been reported to collapse

at MI > 0.4 [148], as could potentially be the case depending on how the transducer was placed

relative to the device surface, resulting in a different acoustic field than when the transducer

was characterized. Collapse is however not necessarily due to inertial cavitation as the process

is unlikely for SonazoidTM with MI < 1 [149]. Nevertheless, collapse could not be verified,

and will be discussed further in Chapter 5.3.1. It is also possible that MBs were instead pushed

outside of the field of view due to acoustic radiation forces [43].
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At higher MB concentration as in the undiluted case, SonazoidTM was observed to form

aggregates. The concentration dependency can be understood as neighbouring MBs having a

smaller or larger separation, which affects their interaction, as noted in Chapter 2.2.3.1. Koda et

al. reported that SonazoidTM MBs form aggregates of 9 µm in diameter during insonation with

fc = 3 MHz at maximimum 100 kPa (while VscanTM has a measured PNP = 0.6 MPa), starting

with an aggregate size of 8 µm at time zero [57]. Insonation and videomicroscopy was however

maintained for only 3 s, and the MB concentration was not mentioned, however aggregation

<1 s after onset of insonation is consistent with the observations in this thesis (see Figure 4.4).

These aggregates, although not properly measured due to the poor image quality, are consid-

erably larger than 9 µm 0.5-4 s after insonation, most likely due to the different concentration

and insonation parameters. The observed aggregation is presumably not physiologically rel-

evant due to the much lower concentrations in addition to blood flow that will be present in vivo.

SonazoidTM has a reported median diameter of 2.6 µm, with >99.9 % below 7 µm [150]. On

the other hand, ACT bubbles are an order of magnitude larger than SonazoidTM as well as

most other conventional US contrast agents once activated. Stationary ACT bubbles that

do not aggregate are formed during the 2.5 MHz insonation, however with some degree of

coalescence. As for the observed SonazoidTM aggregation, coalescence of ACT bubbles

is unlikely to happen in vivo due to lower concentrations, increasing the distance between

bubbles. Collapse of ACT bubbles was not observed and is presumed very unlikely.

During insonation of ACT bubbles, not all ACT clusters will be activated into ACT bubbles, and

activation yield depends on the solution in which the ACT compound is diluted, being 91 % for

Isoton R© II (PBS solution) and 45 % for human serum albumin [142], which may explain the

observation of the bright spots in Figure 4.5. The bright spots are inconceivably due to image

artifacts, PDMS debris or dust particles. If some of the bright spots are individual SonazoidTM

MBs, their unexpected persistence may be due to SonazoidTM experiencing the acoustic field

differently in the presence of ACT clusters/bubbles, from when SonazoidTM is insonated sepa-

rately. However, Sontum et al. reported that no unactivated clusters, free emulsion droplets or

SonazoidTM MBs could be observed after insonation [9].
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5.2.2 ACT bubble size during 2.5 MHz insonation

The image analysis of ACT bubbles shows that the bubbles are larger than the sizes reported

by Sontum et al. [9], Healey et al. [142] and Kotopoulis et al. [61] in vitro as well as ex vivo.

Sontum et al. investigated ACT bubble size as a function of time after insonation, and reported

a peak number mean diameter of ∼25 µm after ∼30 s. The authors utilized a sonometry

set-up based on custom-made instrumentation and software, employing numerical inversion

methods [9, 142]. The increasing diameter after insonation stopped is in consistency with the

results reported herein. However, the authors reported that the diameter remained stable until

close to 1 min before slowly diminishing, with the volume of ACT bubbles decaying close to

exponentially from that time point. The mean diameter in this thesis reached ∼30 µm after just

10 s of insonation and continued to grow both during and after the remaining insonation period.

It could not be confirmed whether insonation was critical for the bubble growth rate once

clusters were already activated, but it likely plays a role due to rectified diffusion. The mean

diameter of 42-45 µm between activation stopped and enhancement started gives an indication

of the diameter 1 min after insonation in this thesis, i.e. close to twice the value reported by

Sontum et al. Nevertheless, insonation conditions were different as activation lasted for only

10 s, and nominal MI was 0.5.

Healey et al. reported a mean diameter of 22 µm after 30 s of insonation using the mentioned

sonometry set-up, which gave a ”simulated” Gaussian volume-weighted distribution with a

full width at half maximum of 10-25 µm. ACT bubble size should reach maximum 12 s after

insonation stops, according to their simulations. In addition, ACT bubble size was evaluated

using an ex vivo extracorporeal measurement chamber after activation in the cardiac chamber

of a dog model, yielding the same volume weighted mean diameter of 22 µm with no ACT

bubbles above 44 µm. It was not given for how long the ACT bubbles were present in the

acoustic field during activation in vivo, and neither of the authors discussed ACT bubble growth

as a function of duration of insonation.

Kotopoulis et al. noted that the conversion from an ACT cluster to an ACT bubble happens
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within 5 µs of insonation, resulting in a 6 µm bubble after 36 µs of insonation. After terminating

the insonation, the bubble continued to grow, reaching 25 µm after 30 s. The rapid activation

of ACT clusters was also observed in this project, with visible bubbles in the microscope <1 s

after insonation started, which supports that the insonation period of 45 s is sufficient. Again,

the growth after insonation stopped is consistent with the observations reported herein.

Important considerations that may explain the prominent growth of ACT bubbles in this thesis

work are related to the conditions under which the experiments were performed. Striving

for more physiologically relevant conditions may reduce excess bubble growth to gain more

realistic insights about ACT bubble size and lifetime in vivo. Firstly, in contrast to the reported

sonometry set-ups by Sontum et al. and Healey et al., control of gas saturation was not

attempted in this master project. If the PBS used to dilute the ACT compound contained a

higher gas fraction, it is reasonable to assume that more gas would diffuse into ACT bubbles,

resulting in excess bubble growth. In the sonometry set-ups, gas saturation of Isoton R© II

diluter was controlled at 85 %. On the other hand, in a different set-up by Sontum et al.,

microscopy image analysis of ACT compound diluted in PBS or water for injection with

unspecified gas saturation gave more similar results to this thesis. The authors observed ACT

bubbles in the 50-100 µm range. To test the role of the PBS used in this thesis, analysis of

ACT bubbles activated from an undiluted cluster solution was attempted, but was unfortunately

not feasible due to substantial SonazoidTM aggregation which disturbed the image quality, as

well as prominent bubble coalescence which yielded artificially large bubbles. Secondly, the

temperature of the materials in this project was not controlled, which may have affected the

size as the temperature influences gas solubility and saturation threshold, and hence also gas

fraction. In a mirofluidic device, the small liquid volume and high surface to volume ratio will

likely have effects on especially the heat exchange of the liquid. This is relevant to consider

as experiments herein were conducted at room temperature while the liquids were pre-heated

to 37 ◦C, without a consistent routine for subsequent re-heating between experiments. Sontum

et al. and Healey et al. both kept the temperature constant at 37 ◦C in their sonometry set-ups.

In future experiments, it is recommended to control both the temperature and the gas fraction

of the solution in which the ACT compound is diluted. Conducting the experiments in an

environment with a constant temperature of 37 ◦C should also be considered.
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There are additional factors that may explain the large ACT bubble diameters. The con-

centration of ACT clusters is of importance as it may affect the concentration of dissolved

SonazoidTM and hence the gas fraction. Moreover, a shorter distance between resulting ACT

bubbles promotes Ostwald ripening and coalescence. Naturally, it may be desirable to use

clinically relevant concentrations as ACT bubbles are unlikely to interact with each other in

vivo, however, too low concentration of ACT clusters may result in an undesirably low number

of ACT bubbles. While Sontum et al. and Healey et al. did not specify their dilutions, Spiros

et al. diluted their sample 10-fold. Last but not least, the different insonation parameters and

conditions in this thesis work compared to the literature may have affected the results, and there

are errors related to the image analysis. The video quality is also an important consideration as

all ACT bubbles within the field of view were not simultaneously in focus, and images had to

be edited manually for adequate quality, with a lack of acceptable standardized processing.

Comparing the ACT bubble size distribution to the results from the pre-master specialization

project, a similar behaviour ∼1 s after insonation onset can be observed, with about half of

the MBs in the 10-20 µm range compared to two thirds in this thesis. The ACT bubbles were,

however, more different 1 min after activation had stopped, with 32 % in the 10-20 µm range and

a mean diameter of 29.9 µm. For comparison, the ACT bubbles presented herein had a mean

diameter of 42-45 µm around this time point, with less than 14 % below 20 µm. The analysis

in the pre-master project was based on a single experiment using an undiluted ACT cluster

solution. Moreover, a substantial amount of air was present in the channel before activation,

and the device studied had a glass bottom. Hence, there could potentially be significant US

reflection compared to the present set-up with M-devices, resulting in a different ACT bubble

size.
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5.2.3 ACT bubble behaviour and displacement of cells during low fre-

quency enhancement

In the channels of empty devices during low frequency enhancement of ACT bubbles, nothing

could be observed that was undoubtedly caused by the insonation, but the situation was

different for channels containing PC3 cells. The observed changes in ACT bubble size can not

be solely explained by rectified diffusion during insonation, as changes were also observed in

the absence of US. ACT bubbles of all size groups visible with the 10x objective remained

stationary throughout insonation in empty channels, and the lack of bubble movement may be

explained by the zero flow conditions. Bubble movement was however observed in channels

with PC3 cells during sonoporation studies as soon as the enhancement transducer was

switched on (Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13), likely due to ACT bubbles getting propelled by

acoustic radiation forces [43]. This was however not observed during activation, presumably

due to the different acoustic fields. The different bubble behaviour depending on presence of

cells can be related to whether or not ACT bubbles are in physical contact with the channel

surface, which is also possible for bubbles of diameter below the channel height (59-72 µm)

as they are expected to float. Presumably, the ACT bubbles might have a higher affinity to an

un-coated PDMS surface which immobilizes them, rather than a surface where cells, proteins

and other macromolecules are present. Acoustic radiation forces may also be responsible for

some of the movement of cells observed in Figure 4.12h and Figure 4.13 [151], but based on the

videos, cell displacement was mainly due to cells being pushed or dragged by the translating

ACT bubbles. In other words, physical contact between cells and ACT bubbles was very likely.

Cell displacement may additionally be due to the streams generated by moving or cavitating

ACT bubbles. It was inconclusive whether ACT bubbles are able to detach cells.

In future experiments, it may be interesting to repeat the experiments using a transducer with

different MI. The MI = 0.5 in this project is considerably higher than those reported in pre-

clinical studies of 0.1 [61] and 0.2 [62].
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5.3 Application of PC3-seeded microfluidic channels to study

sonoporation

The devices and insonation set-up developed in this project allowed sonoporation studies to be

carried out, where new and/or enhanced fluorescence signals could be detected qualitatively

for both MBs. Importantly, the video quality and substantial fluorescence background have

restricted the opportunities for quantitative analysis. Semi-quantitative evaluation of change

of fluorescence intensity indicates increasing PI uptake during enhancement of ACT bubbles.

The lack of control experiments is of course a limitation, hence it is strongly recommended

that control experiments are carried out in the future with the devices and protocols developed

in this project. Moreover, using a single channel multiple times should be avoided. Although

the goal of this master project was to create a vascular model, the observation of cancer cells

becoming sonoporated by cavitating MBs is yet a contribution to research areas concerning

tumour sonoporation for increased drug uptake.

5.3.1 Sonoporation caused by 2.5 MHz insonation of SonazoidTM and

ACT bubbles

Sonoporation of PC3 cells in microfluidic devices could be observed based on the qualitative

evaluation of appearance of signals from PI before and after 2.5 MHz insonation of MBs, as

the dye is impermeable to intact cell membranes. Enhanced PI uptake following insonation of

SonazoidTM is consistent with the work done by S. Hanstad, who studied co-incubation of this

MB and fluorescently labeled nanoparticles in PC3 cells seeded in a CLINIcell R©, insonated

at similar MI (0.32 and 0.45) [68]. A modest increased uptake of nanoparticles was observed,

when compared to an un-treated control, indicating sonoporation or enhanced endocytosis.

The concentration of SonazoidTM bubbles was however much lower; 1.25 million per mL in

comparison to 0.3 billion per mL in this project. A more similar SonazoidTM MB concentration

(0.6 billion MBs per mL in 10 mL cell suspension) was used by Nejad et al., who characterized

interactions between the MBs and human lymphoma cells (U937 cell line) at MI = 0.13,

i.e. well below the threshold of inertial cavitation [152]. The authors found that SonazoidTM
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MBs caused mild biomechanical effects on the cells, including local membrane protrusions

and reparable submicron poration without causing any cell disruption. Sonoporation by 30 %

SonazoidTM in growth medium at MI = 0.4 (as in this project) was reported by Tomizawa et al.,

manifested as a suppressed cell proliferation in two different hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines

due to the enhanced uptake of short-hairpin RNA of frizzled-2 [48]. The authors noted that

sonoporation would be enhanced by collapse of MBs, but actual MI was not verified. Enhanced

sonoporation by MB collapse is consistent with the previously mentioned sonoporation study

by Juang et al. [22]. MB destruction by insonation during steady state flow in 100 µm× 100 µm

channels caused significant PI uptake in HUVECs proximal to the collapsed MBs [22]. It was

not specified what kind of MBs were used. The very limited sonoporation reported herein

suggests that SonazoidTM collapse did not happen, or was scarce. Nevertheless, considering the

reported SonazoidTM concentrations in sonoporation experiments, the used MB concentration

is regarded as adequate for sonoporation to occur.

Sonoporation of PC3 cells following activation of ACT clusters into ACT bubbles was observed

as overlap of new fluorescence spots and ACT bubbles. As the amount of such spots is limited

due to the substantial amount of background fluorescence and a limited number of ACT bub-

bles, it cannot be concluded quantitatively that ACT bubbles will cause more sonoporation than

SonazoidTM during 2.5 MHz insonation. However, a single ACT bubble, being much larger than

a SonazoidTM bubble, has undoubtedly the potential of causing more sonoporation. This con-

clusion can be drawn from the appearance of two distinct fluorescence spots overlapping with

a single ACT bubble in Figure 4.12b and the extremely low number of ACT bubbles present

in a channel with respect to SonazoidTM. Importantly, the results indicate that sonoporation is

possible without inertial cavitation resulting in ACT bubble collapse. As already mentioned,

physical contact between ACT bubbles and cells was likely, followed by sonoporation resulting

in increased PI uptake. This makes the model highly relevant as ACT bubbles are expected to

deposit in microvasculature in vivo, being in physical contact with endothelial cells locally. To

explain the enhanced uptake as a consequence of the contact, the ACT bubble may have me-

chanically deformed the cell membrane as it cavitates, pushing and pulling the cell membrane

with resulting pore formation due to the mechanical stresses [52]. Furthermore, sonoporation

may have been caused by microstreams that also affect cells not in physical contact with the
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bubble. This could be the case for the fluorescence spots appearing in areas that did not overlap

with an ACT bubble. On the other hand, sonoporation in these areas as well as further away

from ACT bubbles could also be caused by SonazoidTM MBs that did not form ACT clusters,

although their presence could not be verified.

5.3.2 Sonoporation during enhancement of ACT bubbles

The results presented in this thesis indicate additional PI uptake due to 500 kHz insonation

of ACT bubbles during enhancement step, however, the uptake can be due to other factors than

cavitation of ACT bubbles. Due to the lack of control experiments, additional uptake as a conse-

quence of time can not be ruled out. Moreover, it is emphasized that the change in fluorescence

intensity could not be verified accurately. Additional PI uptake is nevertheless expected to be

due to cavitating ACT bubbles in proximity to cells, causing already sonoporated cells from the

activation step to absorb additional PI. Considering the observed fluorescence signals close to

ACT bubbles, the results are in favour of this assumption, although not verified for all spots.

Changes in the appearance of spots including their intensity are evident in Figure 4.12c and h.

Although quite a few fluorescence signals were out of focus before onset of activation, several

fluorescence spots appeared unresolved only after insonation, especially after the enhancement

step. Such unresolved spot(s) can be seen in Figure 4.12c, and may be due to a leakage of PI

out from the cells seen in Figure 4.12b, as the spot(s) appeared unresolved even when adjusting

the microscope focus. On the other hand, one of the annotated fluorescence spots seen in Fig-

ure 4.12h is visibly larger than in Figure 4.12g. The size and intensity of this spot suggests that

it originates from more cells than in Figure 4.12g, although this could not be confirmed from

phase contrast microscopy. Measures to improve video quality and reduce background fluo-

rescence are necessary for quantitative analysis to be performed where cells in the immediate

proximity of ACT bubbles can be evaluated. In addition, control experiments and a different

MI as mentioned earlier, are recommended for the future.
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5.4 Future work

Many insights and opportunities have been uncovered from the experiences in this master

project, which will be helpful in improving the experimental set-up to gain quantitative results

in the future. Undoubtedly, the established protocol for microfluidic device fabrication (and

cell culture) can be used in the future. Melina Mühlenpfordt and Annemieke van Wamel

have already applied the present microfluidic devices in their own experiments with MBs,

including imaging ACT bubble cavitation at 25 million fps using a ultra high speed recording

set-up at the University of Pittsburgh. By using the devices in practise, this thesis work has

demonstrated that sonoporation can be detected for two very different MBs. Without doubt,

the microfluidic vascular model provides a platform to study many aspects related to the

interactions between endothelial cells and cavitating MBs. The amount of additional cues

that can be added seems unlimited; additional types of MBs studied at varying concentration,

nanoparticles, chemotherapies and additional fluorescence dyes and/or macromolecules may

be included. Furthermore, the effects of varying insonation and liquid flow parameters can be

studied. Even additional cell types may be added to include heterotypic cell signaling occurring

between tumour and/or stromal and endothelial cells in co-culture [83, 87, 90, 91], or how

drugs or nanoparticles are transported across the capillary wall to the tumour [113] under the

influence of cavitating mirobubbles. The microfluidic devices can be tailored towards more

specific applications, e.g. down-scaling channel dimensions to mimic capillaries as already

mentioned, but this will require further optimization. This section will summarize the previous

discussion regarding recommendations for the future, in addition to providing some additional

suggestions and considerations.

The microfluidic devices developed in this project have already proved to allow cell culture

with the possibility of maintaining culture for up to several days in the case of HUVEC, and

M-devices are regarded as suitable for both culture with endothelial cells as well as insonation

experiments. However, the process of seeding cells should be improved to achieve higher

reproducibility and confluence, and to reduce the number of unattached and non-viable cells

present in the microchannels. A modified channel design could also be considered for this pur-

pose, where for example the inlet and outlet regions may be further optimized to facilitate even
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distribution of cells in the channel. This will enable a more robust model to study MB - cell

interactions such as sonoporation with significantly decreased fluorescence background, which

will allow accurate quantitative assays. Moreover, reproducible endothelialized microchannels

will enable repeat and control experiments to be performed. As already pointed out, there are

indications that the issues experienced with PC3 will not necessarily apply for HUVEC, and

that successful HUVEC culture appears to be more easily achievable. Efforts could be made

for the establishment of 3D vessels for a more physiologically relevant model, allowing the

study of MB - cell interactions in 3D such as during occlusion by ACT bubbles.

The main obstacle in this project hampering quantitative analysis was the quality of the

obtained videos. For improvements, a different experimental set-up is highly recommended,

especially with regards to the microscope and camera used for recording. In this project, the

microscope light had to pass various layers of materials during imaging, and it was difficult to

secure microfluidic devices to the sample stage. The water bath placed on top of the device,

being already small in size with respect to the transducers, would barely fit in the microscope

set-up. Moreover, the water bath disturbed the image quality due to imperfections in the plastic

foil resulting in excess light scattering, hence submerging the whole device in water would

perhaps be more ideal (ensuring no entry of water into the device) [117]. For these reasons, a

different microscope that is more compatible with insonation set-ups is recommended for the

future, with the addition of a different camera that allows significant improvements in quality

and frame rate. With a high speed camera, new findings on MB behaviour in the present in

vitro system may be uncovered, although ultra high speed imaging is required to visualize

cavitation.

Based on the results and discussion of ACT bubble size, there are several experimental aspects

that can be improved. Controlling temperature, gas saturation and decreasing the ACT cluster

concentration will strengthen the reproducibility and in vivo relevance of the experiments. 85 %

gas saturation of PBS may be achieved according to the protocol by Healey et al. for Isoton R©

II [142]. Moreover, an additional parameter that could be studied is the lifetime of ACT bubbles

once activated, which is expected to be 5-10 min in vivo [9].
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It may seem that the main attribute of microfluidic technology has not been exploited in this

thesis, as the insonation experiments were all conducted under zero flow conditions. Neverthe-

less, the opportunity of adding flow exists [22], but will require a different experimental set-up

including more advanced imaging tools such as a high speed camera. The importance of adding

flow in a vascular model was already mentioned in Chapter 2.4.2 in terms of shear stress expe-

rienced by endothelial cells which may result in a different response to cavitating MBs [117].

Moreover, the flow MBs experience in vivo will both affect the time during which they are sub-

ject to the acoustic field, and possibly also their potential of interacting with each other as well

as cells. Especially the mechanisms responsible for the therapeutic potential of ACT should be

further studied and elucidated under dynamic flow conditions in vitro.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Throughout this master project, a protocol has been established to produce microfluidic devices

that have proven to fulfill the following: 1) suitability for cell culture, 2) suitability for studying

different MBs real-time during insonation and 3) compatibility with sonoporation experiments.

From the experiences gained during the pre-master specialization project leading up to this

master project, new microfluidic devices were established in order to facilitate endothelial

cell seeding and culture before subsequent experiments with MBs and insonation. A design

comprising a single microfluidic channel was employed, and the rectangular cross section

was increased in both height and width to decrease hydraulic resistance and alleviate cell

clustering. However, fabrication of significantly taller channels was difficult with the available

photolithography equipment, unleashing a host of optimization challenges that required

considerable time to be dealt with. In addition to the new dimensions and channel layout,

inlet and outlet areas were also re-designed to facilitate cell loading into the microchannels.

Consequently, relatively confluent monolayers of both an endothelial cell line (HUVEC) as

well as a cancer cell line (PC3) were observed within microfluidic devices of 400 and 600 µm

width, while further optimization is necessary to achieve acceptable endothelial layers in

200 µm or smaller channels. Furthermore, as the microfluidic devices were both optically and

acoustically transparent, MB behaviour could be studied, including concentration-dependent

behaviour of SonazoidTM and the size of ACT bubbles. It was concluded that the ACT bubbles

observed in this project were significantly larger than reported diameters from literature, most

likely due to excess gas present in the solution and a high concentration of ACT clusters,
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although insonation conditions were also different.

For practical reasons, PC3 cells were used to simulate endothelial linings during insonation

experiments. It is believed that the mechanical interactions between MBs and PC3 are translat-

able to an endothelial cell line, so that sonoporation of endothelial cells may also be observed

with the present devices and experimental set-up. Sonoporation, manifested as uptake of PI

during insonation with MBs, was observed qualitatively to some degree for both SonazoidTM

and ACT. The interaction between ACT bubbles and cells was for the first time studied in

microchannels, and there are strong indications that sonoporation by ACT happens as soon as

during the activation step. Moreover, sonoporation by ACT is likely related to physical contact

between cells and a single ACT bubble without inertial cavitation taking place. Sonoporation

during the low frequency enhancement step of ACT could not be quantified accurately due to

excess background fluorescence from non-viable cells and poor video quality, although the

results indicated enhanced fluorescence for PC3 cells proximal to ACT-bubbles. A different

experimental set-up including a different microscope and camera is recommended for future

experiments using the developed in vitro system.

The goal of this master project was achieved with respect to establishing an in vitro system that

can fulfill its purposes at the proof-of-concept stage and already uncover some of the interac-

tions happening between MBs and cells. The experiences from this work will be very helpful

in future experimental set-ups with endothelialized microfluidic channels subject to MBs in

acoustic fields, to gain insights on how endothelial cells respond to MBs and cavitation in vivo.
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